 Respected Readers


This publication is one among our Jubilee editions in the
occasion of Belgrade Town Planning Institute’s 60th anniversary.

It is the result of the participation in the International project “Financing
Metropolitan Governments in Transitional Countries”. The team from our
General Planning Department was comparing experiences and estimated
efficiency of the different administrative and managerial models in nine
capital cities of East and Southeast Europe with appropriate cities’ representatives.
The cities’ case studies had similar given structure in order to understand
context of the each city, convergencies and divergencies of their models:
from the brief historic background, to the issues of territorial and managing organization and public finances. We considered useful to share the
analysis and findings of the project with the professionals dealing with different aspects of the City of Belgrade, and especially in our urban planning field of work. The special benefits of this material are up-to-date baseline information and elaborated division of responsibilities between the
National Government, the City of Belgrade and city municipalities. They
were determined by laws and legislation regulating organization and financing of the local governments in Serbia, including the Capital City Bill,
adopted by the end of 2007.
This specific “identity card” of Belgrade and its referent regulations is purposefully adjusted to perception of the urban planners, aiming to offer
legal and economic framework for their visions of the Capital’s functional
and spatial development.
Our special gratitude goes to our dear colleagues from Town Planning Institute and the City Assembly of Belgrade for their help in achieving the
final shape of this publication, in reading of regulations, collecting baseline information and their accurate interpretation and for the attractive pictures of Belgrade.

Editorial Board
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ORGANIZATION AND FINANCING
OF THE CITY OF BELGRADE
Analysis and Impact on Urban Development*)

Introduction
The City of Belgrade revised its development goals
and adjusted the plans documentation to the
changed social, legal and economic environment by
designing and adopting the two strategic plans in the
period from 2000 to 2004. These plans both drafted
in Town Planning Institute of Belgrade, are Belgrade
Master Plan 2021 and Regional Spatial Plan of the
Administrative Territory of Belgrade. Huge public
projects significant for the Capital were also initiated in that period, such as plans and projects for
magisterial transport routes, or for high-capacity
public transportation and the projects as a result of
the direct foreign investments for building business,
commercial and residential zones. Both public and
private investments induced planners to a profound
research of potentials and consequences, direct and
indirect benefits they are bringing to the City, State,
or City municipality. Intensive opening to the free
market and adjusting our planning and professional
habits and procedures to such a changed environment induced an additional education of the City administration. The sector authorized for urban planning, and especially Town Planning Institute of Belgrade, has put an extra effort in studying fields of local government organization, including public finances and particularly investments feasibility on the
ground of the assessed multiple benefits for the City.
At the same time, National Government started reforms of local governments through harmonization
with European legislation, including significant decentralization and consequently transfer of responsibilities, imposing a new system of local governments financing and, finally, preparation and adoption of the Capital City Bill. These processes additionally demanded monitoring of the transformations, also familiarizing with the capital city structure
in the context of adopted and suggested modifications, its evaluation and analysis and additional
knowledge about organizational models in the other European capitals, especially those experiencing
similar transitional processes in the previous decade.
LGI from Budapest, through the program «Local
government and public service reform iniciative» initiated the research concerning the efficiency of the
existent administrative models of organization and

management of metropolitan areas in transitional
countries in year 2007.1) The main objective of the
research was present situation analysis, potential improvements and metropolitan management reform.
This research gathered together the teams from nine
capital cities of the post-socialist countries: Prague,
Warsaw, Budapest, Chisinau, Bucharest, Belgrade,
Zagreb, Skopje and Tirana. During six months of individual work and two workshops, teams presented
case studies of their cities and compared historic development, administrative and management organization, management systems, modalities of public
financing, relations between authorities and simultaneously share of revenues between central government, metropolitan, or the capital city government, and governments of its smaller territorial
units. Special emphasis was given to the following issues and facets:
1. Regionalization and metropolitan governments
of capital cities;
2. Fiscal decentralization of metropolitans: division
of authorities between two levels of government, metropolitan and other local government
levels, city and its municipalities.
3. Horizontal and vertical cooperation in the capital metropolitans, assignment and division of
assignments and responsibilities in the fields of
education, health care, public transport, etc,
typical conflicts in reaching agreements about
budgets, development strategies, planning and
management of urban development, etc.
It is interesting to mention the variety of working
teams structures, representing their cities in this research. Part of the teams comes from non-governmental sector, with experience on similar projects,
such as Bucharest, Budapest and Warsaw. Prague,
Zagreb and Skopje are represented by the teams
and individuals from state universities, Tirana by the
City Government team, Deputy Major and her associates, Belgrade by the multidiscipline team of Town
Planning Institute, and Chisinau by the associated
private-public sector. Such a variety of participants
demonstrates which sectors in different cities are
dealing with the research of organization and man-

Head of the project
Žaklina Gligorijević, M.Sci
Arch; Working team:
Darko Savić, B.Sci Ec.;
Vesna Velović, Spat.
planner; Consultant
Miodrag Ferenčak, M.Sci
Arch.
2) “Local Government and
Public Sector Reform
Iniciative”, LGI, OSI
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agement improvement. In a certain sense it signifies
in what extent the issues of territorial, administrative, management and fiscal organization of metropolitan are familiar and to which professions, in what
extent they are public and transparent and from
which sectors the initiatives, effects and improvements might be expected.
The team from Town Planning Institute of Belgrade
prepared this small study of Belgrade with certain
comparative indicators and data about the other cap-

itals participating in the research. We used the time
when comparative case studies are under revision
and leading LGI team is preparing the final publication, tending to summarize convergences and divergences in the management systems of metropolitans
with the same or similar historic and economic past.
It is our pleasure to share this study with our colleagues, urban planners, and all the other various
professionals working in planning, development and
management in all the sectors of the City of Belgrade.

Municipalities of Belgrade, Regional Spatial Plan of Administrative Territory of Belgrade, 2004
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1.
CONTEXT OF THE RESEARCH
1.1 Historic Background
Belgrade is the capital of Serbia and one of the oldest cities in Europe.1) From its development through
history, some selected facts are illustrating the foundation and organization of the settlement and longtime diverse experience gained under various governments. Archeological artifacts prove that the location was inhabited even 7000 years ago. In the
third century B.C. Celtic tribe Scordisci founded their
settlement called “Singidunum”. Up till 7th century
A.C. the territory and settlement was under the reign
of Rome and then East Byzantine Empire, Ostrogoths, Gepids, Sarmatians, Avars and Slavs, the later gave it the name “Beligrad”. It was later under
Bulgarian, Byzantine and Hungarian rule. In the time
of King Dragutin, 1284., Belgrade came under Serbian rule for the first time, and in the Middle Age,
what is interesting when organization of town is in
question, attainted the culmination of its medieval
development during the reign of Despot Stefan
Lazarević (1403-1427), when it became the Serbian
capital for the first time.
Captured by the Turks in mid 16th century, city was
repeatedly changing hands between Turkey and
Austria during the 17th and 18th century, suffering
grave damage and being reconstructed over and
over. At the time of Karađorđe Petrović in 1806, first
the City and then the Fortress were brought back under the Serbian government, and Belgrade became
again the capital, administrative, political and cultural center of Serbia, while Belgrade municipality
was founded for the first time in 1839.
Around the turn of the century the City had around
90,000 inhabitants.2)
Austro-Hungarian army captured it in the First World
War. Period between two wars brought prosperity to
Belgrade, as the capital of the Kingdom of Serbs,
Croats and Slovenes, its citizens declaring their nationality as Yugoslavs. The State was organized in
nine provinces (banovine), their boundaries established according to natural, instead of ethnic or prewar borders. Their names derived from various geographic features, mostly rivers. The capital city, Belgrade, together with Zemun and Pančevo was organized as the separate administrative unit.
Till after the World War II the City of Belgrade has
been organized as one municipality with 41 mayors

in 105 years. After 1944, Belgrade consists of the
City of Belgrade divided into reyons and two districts
covering suburban areas. Reyons (urban districts)
were reorganized to municipalities in 1952, and the
municipalities were divided to modern local communities, mesna zajednica (MZ), in 1957, with the average population of 3 – 5.000. The City of Belgrade
and parts of Zemun, Vračar and Podunavlje districts
merged into the new, Belgrade District in 1955, with
the area of 2,090 km².
Government of Serbia introduced a new reorganization of the municipalities in 1960, enlarging metropolitan area, assimilating to Belgrade some of the
neighboring municipalities, and in 1965 the number
of Belgrade’s municipalities increased on 13. Another two were annexed to the City of Belgrade in
1971, shaping its present territory (3,222 sq.km.).
Rakovica splits from Čukarica in 1974, becoming the
sixteenth Belgrade municipality.3) When Surčin splits
from Zemun in 2003, it was the first change of territorial organization of the City after a long time, in accordance with the principle of the City Government
decentralization.
Nowadays Belgrade is the city with around 1,7 million inhabitants, out of which 1,2 million lives in the
inner city territory. According to the City Statute, Bel- 1) Kingdom of SHS,
grade is the local government unit with 17 city muKingdom of Yugoslavia,
nicipalities, 10 in the inner city territory (urban) and
Democratic Federative
Yugoslavia, Federative
7 in the wider territory (suburban).
People Republic of

Belgrade municipalities were evaluated as rather
Yugoslavia, SFR
Yugoslavia, SR
large, both in their area and the population, comYugoslavia and
paring to organizational and territorial structure of
Republic SCG, in the
other European cities. As such, they are not easy to
period from 1919 to
manage and support. The variety of existing spatial,
2006
natural, social, and economic characteristics in each
one of them makes them also difficult for managing, 2) From: Rakic, Kosta
(editor) «Treasures
especially comparing central urban areas and subfrom Yugoslavia" An
urban, with plenty of agricultural or solely undevelEncyclopedic touring
oped land. Due to these divergences, there were
guide, Beograd:
some proposals for reorganization of the city municYugoslaviapublic, 1980.
ipalities within the legally determined City territory,
by establishing greater number of smaller munici- 3) Rakovica was one of
Belgrade municipalities
palities, for example. In the same time, there is a
in the period from
need for real, not only declarative decentralization
1952-1960, when it
and transfer of duties and responsibilities within the
was merged to
Čukarica.
city, in order to achieve more efficient functional and
territorial organization.
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MUNICIPALITY
Total
Barajevo
Voždovac
Vračar
Grocka
Zvezdara
Zemun
Lazarevac
Mladenovac
Novi Beograd
Obrenovac
Palilula
Rakovica
Savski venac
Sopot
Stari grad
Surčin
Čukarica

Area
No. of
urban
км2 settlements

suburban

3224

166

27

139

213
149
3
289
32
150
384
339
41
410
447
30
14
271
7
289
156

13
5
1
15
1
2
34
22
1
29
8
1
1
17
1
7
8

0
3
1
1
1
1
3
1
1
1
3
1
1
1
1
2
5

13
2
0
14
0
1
31
21
0
28
5
0
0
16
0
5
3

Tables 1 - Belgrade Municipalities consisting Administrative Area of the City of Belgrade

1.2 Transition in the national context:
economic, social, and demographic trends
social inequalities and finally physically ruined the
country.

Belgrade urban development was determined with
the local or wider political and economic circumstances in the country in the last two decades, including transformations of the state itself. The end
of eighties was also the end of a long, successful period for Belgrade, Serbian and Yugoslav economy,
when national income, domestic product, employment, and foreign trade were achieving continuous
growth and when the standard of living was also rising, approaching the level of Western European
countries, more so when the whole set of private and
public needs is taken in account (quality of living).4)
Then the new, market driven economic policy was
proposed, supposed to create an attractive environment for domestic and foreign investments, though
soon abandoned with the beginning of political instability in former Yugoslavia in ‘90s, when the
progress turned into the period of stagnation and finally profound crises.

Serbia and its capital Belgrade has been making
progress through the political, economic and social
transition process, officially from the year 2000.
However, even after eight years of recovery, gross
domestic product and standard of living still didn’t
achieve results from the end of the last century
eighties, estimated around 70% of that level.6)
Therefore the main analyses in this research is going to be shown for the period 2000 – 2007, and the
‘90s are going to be presented just for the purpose
of understanding the context and comparison with
other post-socialistic capital cities in the transitional
period.

After the break-up of former Yugoslavia, civil war,
economic and cultural sanctions, economic decrease
and finally collapse, the standard of living downed to
the level of poverty and plain existence for the majority of population. So the average monthly salary
in Serbia in December 1990 was 752 DEM, in December 1993, 21 DEM, in December 1999, 87 DEM,
6) Comparison of 2005 in and in December 2000, 87 DEM. Only 15% of the torelation to 1989, when tal families had less income than 100 DEM per caall the indicators had
put in 1990, and in 1993, it was the case for around
highest level, in
50% of the total families.5) State institutions, naBelgrade, as well as in
Serbia since the Second tional identity and individual and collective ethics fell
World War.
all into crises. The war in Serbia in 1999. caused
great material and financial damage, strengthened

Economy of Belgrade has been achieving considerable growth since the year 2000. It was an important
year for Belgrade and Serbia because of the political changes taken place, followed by incoming thorough legal, political. social and economic reforms.
It was also the end of the long period of economic
crises, decline of all the crucial economic indicators
including GDP. It is therefore a very low basis for determining the real significance of the exhibited further development, so the absolute data are speaking more and making more realistic picture in comparison with the other countries and their capital
cities than the outcoming rates of growth of GDP,
employment, budget, etc.

4) Daily living enhanced
by wholesome food,
clean air, and water,
enjoyment of
unfettered open spaces
and bodies of water,
conservation of wildlife
and natural resources,
security from crime and
protection from
radiation and toxic
substances.
www.businessdictionar
y.com/definition/quality
-of-life.html
5) Suštinski korak Srbije i
Crne Gore prema
Evropskoj uniji:
suočavanje sa
istorijskim i
savremenim mitovima i
zabludama; Ognjen
Radonjić, Filozofski
fakultet, Univerzitet u
Beogradu, Srbija i Crna
Gora;
www.globalizacija.com,
April 2005. godine
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Economic facts

The city economic structure in 2005 shows predominant share of tertiary sector (69%), secondary participates with 28% and primary 3%. The sector
share in GDP structure is: 31% wholesale and retail
trade, 21% manufacturing, 18% transportation,
10% constructions, 8% real estates and renting, 3%
electricity, gas and water supply, 3% agriculture,
and 2% tourism.7)
Serious economic problem is insufficient cohesion
and long term unbalanced development inside city
territory, demonstrated by:
 Significant differences of per capita GDP between 17 municipalities, especially between inner city and outer city municipalities, ratio 16:1;
also between three central municipalities – Stari grad, Savski venac, Vračar and the rest of urban municipalities.

 Long term profound disproportions of per capita budget funds between inner city and outer
city municipalities (of over 10 times);
 Level of employment inside municipalities, etc.
For example, GDP per capita in urban municipalities
like Stari grad and Savski venac in 2004 was more
than 10,000 euros per capita, in Vračar around
6,000, Novi Beograd around 5,000 and in Barajevo,
suburban municipality, only around 500 euros per
capita.
Employment
The level of employment was also improved, from
555,000 in 2000 to 614,000 in 2005, (36% of the total population), what gives around 60,000 of the new
employees in 5 years. Still, it is around 20,000 less
employees than it was in referent 1989. Tertiary sector engages 60% of all the employees, secondary
37% and primary 3%.
Around 140,000 persons in the working age were
unemployed in year 2006; more than 50% in that
number people with secondary education and skilled
workers. Persons with higher and high degree of education make around 17%, and people who are 7) City Statistics, Statistic
Yearbook of Belgrade
looking for a job for the first time share in total un2006.
employed is around 44%.
annual average

Unemployed and rates of unemployment

1998.
1999.
2000.
2003.
2004. I-VI
2004. VII-XII*
2005.
2006.

Context of the research

Belgrade achieved GDP of around 4,6 billion euros,
or around 2,800 euros per capita in 2005. It is significant increase in comparison to the year 2000,
though it is still less than in 1989, the year of the
highest level of development of Belgrade economy
so far. Then GDP was around 6,2 billion euros and
GDP per capita around 4000 euros. Nowadays GDP
is still 23% bellow its value from 1989 and 27% bellow GDP per capita. Around 75% of City GDP is realized in private sector and another 8% in mixed
ownership.

Total

Women

Unskilled

First time
jobseekers

Formerly
employed

Rate
of registered
unemployment
%

102490
104198
105747
155686
149791
128000
141093
143399

62854
63920
64470
90808
87678
75172
81834
83888

26141
25380
25205
37720
36901
27515
31407
32509

64824
64109
63230
79167
71706
59956
65705
63642

37666
40089
42517
76518
78085
68044
75388
79757

15,2
15,4
16,0
21,5
20,1
17,7
18,7
18,7

*) Metodology changed according to the Law on
Employment and Unemployment Allowance
(“Official Gayette of the
RS” No. 71/03)

Tables 2 - Rate of unemployment from 1998 to 2006, Statistical Yearbook of Belgrade 2006

Unemployed from 1997 to 2006, Yearbook of Belgrade 2006
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The fast economic development after 2000 was
highly influenced by dynamic investment activity. In
the period 2001-2004 around 4 billion euro was invested in Belgrade, or in average 1 billion euros per
year. 37% was invested in new facilities, 51% in reconstructions and 12% in maintenance of the existing facilities. When technical structure is in question,
41% was invested in constructional works and 53%
in new equipment.
The activity on construction of the new commercial
space was particularly intensive. In five years period
2001 - 2005; over 1.1 million m2 of the office space
was constructed (or is in the process of construction), increasing the total office space in Belgrade for
4,5%. It is estimated that total office space in Belgrade makes around 27 million m2 nowadays with
the tendency of dynamic further increase. The most
of the new space is located within the territory of the
inner City municipalities, where Palilula had the
greatest share, and Novi Beograd achieved the
fastest growth. The land in New Belgrade is very attractive particularly for construction of the large and
modern office spaces, due to its known ownership,
built infrastructure, parking space, public transportation, etc.

8) Source, City Statistics,
National Statistics of
Serbia

Population

Out of total Serbian population 21% lives in Belgrade, also 40% of population with higher and university degree. Belgrade is educational, health and
9) Institute for Informatics
cultural center of Serbia. With its share of 35% in
and Statistics,
GDP of the Republic, 29% in total employees, and
Statistical Yearbook of
Belgrade 2006, and
GDP index 164 in relation to the Serbian average
Belgrade Strategic
(100), Belgrade is the most developed district in
Development Plan,
Serbia.8)
PALGO Centre,
Belgrade,

10) Statistical Yearbook
for the City of
Belgrade, 2002

Population of the city of Belgrade was 1.576.124, according to 2002 Census and 1.689.000 in 2006.9) For
a decade, the population growth was only 25.000
what is totally different from trends in the period
1953-2002. Then Belgrade population was more

then doubled, increased for 844.000. Although the
growth between two Censuses, 1991 to 2002 was
modest, it increased the share of Belgrade population in Serbian from 27,7% to 28.8%.10)
For the first time in Belgrade history the increase of
population was migration based in year 1992. Since
then, the increase of population comes from both
natural and mechanical increment, mainly migrations caused by the social, economic or safety reasons. In year 2000, the gap between number of deceased compared to born individuals was 5.434, and
natality rate negative: -3.3 per thousand.
Fertility rate in Belgrade between years 1991-1999
decreased from 1,558 to 1,260 children/woman. Between 2001 and 2004, the index was stabile on 1,5
c/w which is 30% less then the level of the simple
population reproduction.
Comparing to number of persons who left the city,
47.266 more persons moved to Belgrade, the positive migration trend present in the whole XX century. Since 1991 up to 2001 there were 208.000 immigrants in Belgrade, while 106.000 Belgrade citizens
permanently left the city. The majority of persons
who left the city were young and educated, while
90% of newcomers moved to outer city area, living
on and from agricultural land.
According to official data, up to 1996, there were
140.662 registered refugees in Belgrade. The estimation is that around 230.000 persons moved to
Belgrade because of the war and has the status of
«displaced persons». Almost every 10th person living in Belgrade is a refugee or displaced person, and
most of them moved to Zemun municipality (14.4%
of municipality population).
The average age of population is high, making citizens of Serbia and Belgrade among the oldest in Europe. According to census from 2002, it was the first
time that the old population of Belgrade (over 65,
around 247,000) was more numerous then the
young (under 15, around 229,000).

Natural and migrational increase of population, 1961 – 2005,
Institute for Informatics and Statistics, Statistical Yearbook for the City of Belgrade 2005
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2.
LEGAL FRAMEWORK OF THE
CAPITAL CITY ORGANIZATION
2.1 Administrative division
Administrative division of Serbia is determined by its
Constitution and The Bill on Territorial Organization
of the Republic of Serbia, consisting of municipalities, cities and the City of Belgrade as territorial
units and two Autonomous Provinces, (AP Vojvodina and AP of Kosovo and Metohija) as forms of territorial autonomy.1)
By this Law, 150 municipalities are constituted in
Serbia (169 till lately) and 23 cities (previously only
5), and the City of Belgrade is by the Constitution determined as the Capital city of the Republic.
Within the system of territorial organization, municipality is the basic territorial unit where local government is exhibiting, and, by rule, has more than
10,000 inhabitants. City is territorial unit representing economic, administrative, geographic and cultural center of the wider area, and, by rule, has more
than 100,000 inhabitants. The city territory might
be divided into city municipalities, if so determined by the City Statute, in accordance to legislation. It is significant to emphasize that city municipalities are not territorial units and that, contrary
to previous legal solution, their constitution is not the
condition for the acquirement of the city status.
The City of Belgrade is special territorial unit determined by the Constitution and law. Territory of the
City consists of settlements, i.e. are the total of the
City cadastre municipalities. According to the Capital City Bill, aiming to more efficient and economic
performance of the certain City jurisdictions, inside
the City territory determined by this Law, city municipalities are established by the City Statute (article 6 of the Law).
In the past few years, there have been several proposals concerning introduction of the new territorial
organization of Serbia. According to one of them, Serbia was supposed to be divided into six regions (Vojvodina, Kosovo, Šumadija, Podunavlje, Podrinje and
Belgrade). However, by the new Constitution of Serbia, as well as by the Bill on Territorial Organization of
the Republic of Serbia adopted by the end of 2007,
the existing territorial organization is established.

ministrative districts certain assignments from its authority, such as deliberate in first instance administrative matters, namely on appeal when in the first
instance the holders of public powers deliberated,
may supervise the work of holders of public powers
and perform inspection supervision.2)
Planning and land development in the City territory
is regulated by the Law on Planning and Construction. The Law defines spatial units in accordance to
European division and NUTS standards. During the
elaboration of Regional Physical Plan of the Belgrade
Administrative Territory 2004, Belgrade area was defined as functional or nodal, with a strong urban center in the urban area – Belgrade (10 Belgrade innercity municipalities) and smaller urban and rural settlements in the wider city area. The whole area is
treated as Administrative Territory (AT) of Bel- 1) "Constitution of the Republic of Serbia",
grade (17 city urban and suburban municipalities).
"Službeni glasnik RS",
Due to its high attractiveness, the AT of Belgrade is
broj 37/06, and "The
influencing the other areas out of its administrative
bill on Territorial organization of the Republic
boundaries, too. For that reason, the Regional Physof Serbia" "Službeni
ical Plan of the Belgrade Administrative Territory exglasnik RS", br. 129/07;
plores the AT of Belgrade neighboring municipalities
as well, namely those having direct functional ties 2) Regulation of the adwith the City of Belgrade.3) This entire territory has
ministrative districts,
been treated in its Regional Spatial Plan of the Ad"Službeni glasnik RS",
broj 15/200; Law on
ministrative Territory of Belgrade as Belgrade MetState Administration
ropolitan.4)
"Službeni glasnik RS",

broj 79/2005;
A strong influence is also present out of the Metropolitan area, thus calling for more research to be
3) Municipalities Ruma,
performed for the territory of the functional BelPećinci, Stara Pazova,
grade’s macro-region (according to the Spatial Plan
Pančevo, Ub, Smederevo and Smederevska
of the Republic of Serbia) with the intention to highPalanka;
light some strategic directions in which activities and
functions are overlapped or concentrated. This large
area might formally become a Region of Belgrade 4) Adopted in 2004
one day.

In the administrative sense, the City is one of 29 districts of Serbia, territorial centers of state authority.
By the Regulation of the Administrative Districts from
2006, and in accordance to the Law on State Administration, Serbian Government transfers to ad-
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2.2. Relations between the City and the City municipalities
The Local Self-Government Bill determines that the
citizens’ right to local self-government, i.e. to managing public affairs of immediate, common and general interest for the local population is realized directly and through freely elected representatives in
local government units, i.e. municipality, city
and the City of Belgrade (city municipality does not have such a status). Besides assignments
from its own jurisdiction (“genuine”), local government units may be entrusted by law certain state
administration tasks from the frame of rights and
obligations of the Republic (”confided”). Local government enjoys full legal protection and local government unit is legal entity and brings about its statute, as its own basic and highest legal act.
The basic unit of local government (territorial unit
where local government is realized) is municipality and its jurisdictions are determined by the Constitution, Local Self-Government Bill and other, special laws in different fields (article 18, LSGB). City
is a local government unit determined by law, performing duties of the municipality, but also
other jurisdictions and affairs of the state administration entrusted to it by law (article 24,
LSGB), having no right to transfer confided affairs to
the city municipalities.
The status of the City of Belgrade, in accordance to
the Constitution and LSGB is regulated by the special law. The Capital City Bill is adopted in December 2007. For the first time, the Law integrally regulates the status and position of Belgrade as a distinct
territorial unit, i.e. local government unit, while all
the issues not regulated by this law, are regulated by
the system law (Local Self-Government Bill).

5) In 1990, by passing the
Law on resources
owned by the Republic
of Serbia, local selfgovernment units and
public services “lost”
their property, meaning
all their resources were
transferred to the state
property.
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In accordance to the Capital City Bill, the City of Belgrade has authorities as all the other municipalities and cities, determined by the Constitution and law. The main authorities of the City of
Belgrade include: adoption of the City development
programs and bylaws for their implementation; the
budget and annual financial report, the regional physical plan and urban development plans (further to
the previously obtained opinion of the urban municipality), regulating the operation and development
of the public utility services, maintenance and safety of use of apartment buildings, adoption development Programs for the building land; granting of the
construction land lease in conformity with the legislation, issuing building permits for construction of
buildings/facilities exceeding 800 m2 of gross area,
as well as for infrastructure facilities; adopting regulations on and securing the use of commercial premises it administers; environmental protection issues, maintenance, protection, utilization, development and management of the local and/or unclassified roads, and streets in a housing project as well;
public and taxi transportation; liner shipping transport in the City territory, as well as determining of
coastal and river areas, whereat hydro engineering

facilities and vessels may be located; establishing
commodity reserves; funding and organizing institutions and organizations in the spheres of the elementary education, culture, primary health care,
physical education, sports, child care, social care and
tourism; organizing conservation of cultural assets
significant to the City; promoting cultural and artistic
amateurism; creating conditions for the operation of
museums and libraries and/or other institutions
founded by the City; public health and safety, tourism development, handicrafts and trade in the City
territory; legal protection of rights and interests of
the City; legal assistance to citizens; ensuring public
information of importance to the City; regulating and
ensuring the use of name, coat of arms, and/or any
other symbols of the City, etc.
It is significant to emphasize the novelty brought by
the Constitution and new legislation. Namely, for the
first time after the year 1990, a local government
unit and Belgrade both have the right to manage independently the municipality, i.e. the City property
is reestablished.
Besides already mentioned, The Capital City Bill assigns additional rights and responsibilities to
the City government in comparison to the
other municipalities and cities and these are:
1) Regulation and ensuring of water protection,
protection of hazardous waters impacts, use of
water as a public good of common interest (including organization and financing of water management in the water area in jurisdiction of
the City of Belgrade), establishing of the public
enterprise responsible for taking care and management of this department and resources in
the City jurisdiction, inspection surveillance in
the field of water management, regulation and
ensuring conditions of use of the locations for
situating vessels, etc;
2) Regulation and ensuring of affairs concerning
construction, reconstruction, maintenance and
management not only of the municipal and
non-categorized roads and streets, though also
state roads except highway, in the City jurisdiction and establishing of the public enterprise for
management of the state roads in the jurisdiction of the City of Belgrade;
3) Establishing of the “communal police”, ensuring
and organization of its work;
4) Fire protection, necessary regulations, conditions and fire protection measures, action and
recovery plans in this field for the City of Belgrade.
5) Possibility to establish TV and radio stations,
newspapers and other media.6)
All the mentioned jurisdiction are “genuine” and
can be shared between the City and the city munici-

Genuine jurisdictions of Belgrade, as well as their distribution among the City and the city municipalities
are regulated by the City Statute in accordance to law.
The actual City Statute must be harmonized with the
new legislation within the 90 days term after the
constitution of the new Assembly of the City of Belgrade (till October 2008).
While the City Statute regulates in detail the establishment and abolition of the city municipalities,
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palities, while the affairs of the state administration
transferred by the Republic of Serbia to local government units – confided – cannot be further transferred.

changes in their administrative areas, bodies and
election procedures of the city municipality bodies.
as well as relations between the City and city municipalities’ administrations, within the procedure of
bringing about the new City Statute, the number of
the existing city municipalities will be reconsidered,
as well as their areas, their assignments and other
issues.
According to the existing Statute, the City of Belgrade municipalities are: Barajevo, Voždovac, Vračar,
Grocka, Zvezdara, Zemun, Lazarevac, Mladenovac,
Novi Beograd, Obrenovac, Palilula, Rakovica, Savski
venac, Sopot, Stari grad, Surčin and Čukarica.

2.3. The City of Belgrade Authorities
City authorities/ bodies are: the Assembly of the City of Belgrade, the Mayor, the City Council and the
City Administration.
The Assembly of the City of Belgrade is the representative and legislative body.
Executive bodies are the Mayor and the City Council
and administrative and other professional affairs are
officiated by the City administration.
The Assembly of the City of Belgrade is a representative body that executes the essential functions of the local government stipulated by the legislation and the City Statute. The Assembly consists
of 110 councilors elected at the local elections for

the four years’ term. Its main duties are: adopting of
the City Statute of Belgrade and the rules of procedure on its work; the city budget and annual financial report; the program of the City development and
certain activities, urban plans, land use regulations,
regulates waste disposal and conditions for functioning and development of public utilities, making regulations and other bylaws; founding bodies, public
services, public enterprises, institutions and organizations determined by the Statute and supervises
their work, appointing and relieving of the Chairperson of the Assembly, the Mayor and members of the 6) Capital City Bill,
City Council, determining of the city taxes and other
article 8
local revenues belonging to the City according to

The organizational scheme of the Belgrade City Government (according to the Capital City Bill)
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Law, bringing about decisions on taking loans for the
City. Besides, it gives opinions and approvals on regional, plans and laws concerning the City of Belgrade, issues the approval on using names, coat of
arms and other symbols of the City; as well as carries out the other operations in accordance with the
legislation and City Statute.
City Assembly founds working bodies, councils and
commissions, dealing with particular issues.
The Chairperson of the City of Belgrade Assembly organizes the work of the Assembly and looks after its
transparency of work.
The Mayor, who in the period 2004 – 2008 was directly elected by citizens in the local elections, now,
in accordance to the Capital City Bill is elected by the
City of Belgrade Assembly on proposal of the Chairperson among the counselors of the City Assembly
by majority of votes.
The most significant competences of the Mayor are:
representing the City, execution of the decisions of
the City Assembly; proposing decisions to be made
by the City Assembly, carrying out of the entrusted
duties within the scope of rights and responsibilities
of the Republic; directing and coordinating operations of the City Administration and performing other
duties as provided for by the Statute, and/or other
bylaws of the City.
The City Council is composed of the Mayor, the Deputy Mayor, and 13 members, elected on the Mayor
proposal. The City Council proposes the City Statute, the City budget and other decisions and bylaws
bringing about by the City Assembly, supervises the
work of the City Administration, looking after carrying out of the entrusted duties within the scope of
rights and responsibilities of the Republic. Members
of the City Council cannot be counselors of the City
Assembly in the same time and relieving or resigning
of the Mayor terminates mandates of their Deputy
and members of the City Council.

City Administration might be established as one
integral body, or as several city administrations for
particular fields. The Head of the City Administration
manages its work, appointed by the City Council for
the period of five years. City administration prepares
drafts of regulations and other bylaws adopted by
the Assembly, the Mayor or the City Council. Within
the City Administration, the Mayor can have up to five assistants for particular fields (health care, environmental protection, agriculture, for example). The
Chief Architect in the field of urban planning and the
City Manager for the economic development are appointed as two out of five assistants already functioning in accordance to the City Statute of Belgrade.
According to the existing Statute in accordance to
previous legal solutions, the City Administration is
established as one integral body with the internal organizational units performing administrative and professional duties (secretariats, directorates
, administrations, services and agencies). Up till bringing about the new City Statute and the new Decision about the City Administration, its organization is
as follows: there are 14 secretariats, (for different
fields: Finance, Urban Planning and Construction,
Utilities and Housing Services, Property Rights and
Building Inspection, Transport, Environmental Protection, Economy, Culture, Education, Sports and
Youth, Health Care, Social and Child Care, Inspection
Services and Administration); 4 special organizations (City Institute of Informatics and Statistics,
Agency for Commercial Space of the City of Belgrade, Budget revision agency, Agency for cooperation
with NGO and European harmonization), as well as
services for conducting professional and administrative affairs ( Service for Assembly Affairs and Regulations, Service for Information, General Administrative and Technical service, Service for Communications and Coordination of Public Relations, Public
Procurement Service, The Cabinet of the City Assembly President, The Cabinet of the Mayor).

2.4. Legal entities founded by the City of Belgrade
The City of Belgrade is the founder of various public
utility companies, public enterprises, institutions,
one public service and two limited liability companies.

tute", PE; RTV "Studio B", Public Broadcast Company; "Sava Center" PE; "Ada Ciganlija" PE; "Belgrade
Fortress PE, Hippodrome Belgrade PE and “Beogradvode”, water management PE.

Public Utility Companies (PUC) are: “Water supply and sewage of Belgrade”, “District Heating Plants
of Belgrade”, “City Marketplaces”, “Funeral services”,
“Greenery Belgrade”, “City Sanitation”, “Parking Service”, PUC “Infostan”, Road Maintenance, Urban Public Transportation Enterprise “Beograd” and City
Housing (the last not founded according to the Law
on Communal Works, but to the Housing Relations
Law).

The City is the founder of various institutions: 36
institutions of culture, 3 sports centers, 17 child care institutions (whereof: 16 preschool institutions
and Center of Children’s Summer and Health Resorts
of the City of Belgrade), 3 of social care, 27 health
care (whereof: 16 municipal clinics, 6 institutes, 4
medical centers and Belgrade Pharmacy).

The City of Belgrade is also the founder of the other
public enterprises: "Belgrade Land Development
Public Agency", PE; "Belgrade Town Planning Insti-
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Tourist organization of Belgrade is the public service and the City is also the founder of the 2 limited
liability companies („BG Hala“ and „Arena Beograd“), as well as of the City of Belgrade Institute for
Expertise and Housing Construction Solidarity Fund.

Legal framework of the capital city organization

2.5. Direct participation of citizens in the local government
Citizens with the residence inside the territory of the
City directly participate in the local government by
civil initiatives, local citizens’ meetings and referendum.
By a civil initiative, citizens of Belgrade suggest to
the City assembly adopting of particular bylaws
which will regulate certain matters from the genuine
city competence, modifications of the City Statute,
or other bylaws and scheduling the referendum according to legal regulations and the City Statute. For

the valid move of a civil initiative, it is necessary to
obtain demand of at least 30,000 citizens.
Local citizens meeting – organized for the part of
the city territory up to 5,000 residents - discuss and
give suggestions about matters in competence of the
city authorities.
City Assembly might, on its own initiative, schedule
referendum about matters inside its competences,
or by rule on demand of at least 10% of the total
number of voters in the City.

2.6 Belgrade municipalities in the actual City Statute
City municipality is a part of the territory of the City
of Belgrade, in which certain operations of local government are run, determined by the City Statute.
In accordance to the existing City Statute, the main
powers and duties of the 17 city municipalities are:
Decision about the organization of work of the city
municipality bodies, the budget, constituting local
communities, providing reviews regarding the urban
development plans that are adopted for the municipal territory and the Regional or General Plan of the
City; leasing the constructing land for constructing
buildings/facilities up to 800m2 of the gross area;
temporary buildings on public land; construction,

maintenance, management, and use of rural, country, and other unclassified roads; regulating the use
of the commercial premises under own authority, development of catering, handicrafts, tourism, and trade within the municipal territory. Then public health
and safety, measures in case of natural and other disasters within the city municipality; protecting municipal rights and interests, the environment, regulating maintenance of the façades of the apartment
and/or office buildings, green areas, children’s playgrounds, public lighting facilities, and traffic signs;
providing public information to the citizens; legal assistance to citizens regarding the exercising of their
rights, in accordance with the legislation; organiza-
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tion, acting, and operation of conciliation councils;
implementation of regulations and bylaws of the City and the city municipality, etc.
Additionally, 7 municipalities in the City of Belgrade
administrative territory (suburban municipalities),
Barajevo, Grocka, Lazarevac, Mladenovac, Obrenovac, Sopot and Surčin have wider authorities, particularly adoption of regulatory urban plans for their
respective territories, rulings for the construction
and/or reconstruction of buildings/facilities, provision of the lease of municipal constructing land also
for more than 800m2, construction, maintenance,
and use of local roads, streets, and other public facilities of importance to the urban municipality. In suburban municipalities exist and operate 7 autonomous public utility companies, founded, managed
and financed by these municipalities, taking care of
water supply, sewage, sanitation, heating, green
markets and cemeteries in their territory.
The bodies of the urban municipality are Municipal
Assembly, Municipal Chairman, and Municipal
Council. The number of councilors in the Municipal
Assembly ranges from 19 to 75 councilors.

Pursuant to the Constitution, Local Self Government
Bill present Statute and bylaws of the city municipality, the citizens participate in conducting operations
of the city municipality through the councilors elected to the municipality assembly, civil initiative, local citizens’ meeting and referendum.
The Municipal Chairman, according to the existing solution, executes three important functions;
simultaneously presides over the Municipal Assembly, and is a Chairperson of the Municipal Council.
The Municipal Assembly elects the Municipal Chairman among the municipal councilors.
The Municipal Council is composed of the Municipal Chairman, Deputy Municipal Chairman and at
the most 7 members. The Municipal Council members are elected by the Municipal Assembly among
both councilors and citizens further to the proposal
by the Municipal Council Chairman.
All the different matters concerning the city municipality jurisdiction, its bodies and scope of work, as well
as the others regulated by the City Statute, as it was
said before, will be reconsidered within the procedure
of bringing about the new City Statute of Belgrade.

Belgrade municipalities – Chosen indicators of socio-economic development in 2004.
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3.
FINANCING THE CAPITAL

Financing system of local communities in Serbia has
been passing through transformations since 2000,
the process not completed yet. In the very start two
main objectives to be achieved with the reform were
determined. The first is qualitative improvement of
the financial system (public finances reform), and
the second is strenghtening of local governments finances by the system increase of their direct revenues, transferring certain fiscal and other revenues
from the Government/Republic to local level, as well
as responsibilities, collection and control of direct
public revenues of local communites. Changes
adopted so far are done in intention to help local
communities in transitional process from insufficiently financed, subordinate to the state government and dependent on the budget of Serbia, towards better finaced, more independent and consequently more responsible decision making level.
According to legal regulations, local governments in
Serbia have two kinds of revenues: their own, genuine (direct, local), and conceded revenues and
transfers (grants, according to OECD terminology),1) defined as the State Government resources
fully or partialy transferred to local governments.

low fiscal capacity. This type of transfer is basically the expression of solidarity of the richer ar- 1) There are certain differences in using the
eas with the poorer and the goal of such a polterms between OECD
icy is to protect standard in satisfying minimal
and Serbian classification of revenues. What
needs of citizens for public services in the whole
is called shared revterritory of Serbia.

enues are transfers for
OECD. In our methodology transfers does
not include taxes
shared between Republic and local governments, so they are
equal to grants in OECD
definition.

Belgrade's is the most developed municipality in Serbia, so it does not receive any resources based on horizontal equalization, even lose them in an indirect way.
While deciding about the amount of resources to be
conceided to local communities in average, the Government also keeps enough resources for later horizontal equalization. It decreases the amount returned 2) Budget revenues for a
few city municipalities
to the rest, stronger local communities, including Beland the City of Belgrade. Local governments have no influence on such
grade will be shown in
a distribution, nor the insight in distributiion of the rechapter 3.5
sources collected in their territories.

Serbian Government regulates fiscal rates as well as
criteria for determining of these revenues, conducts
collection and control and transfers to a local community a part or the whole fiscal revenue realized in
its territory. These revenues were therefore so far
more financially affordable for local governments
(LG) than their genuine revenues.
The Government conducts vertical and horizontal
equalization among local communities by using this
“revenue share”, where:
 Vertical equalization signifies transfers of financial resources from the Republic to all local levels, because local communities even those economically developed, are not capable to finance
their expenses from their own revenues. Genuine revenues of local communities are in this
amount more modest, insufficient to cover not
even a half of the local expenditures.2)
 Horizontal equalization stands for transfers of financial resources from the Government to those
local communities unable to cover their expenditures not even after vertical equalization, underdeveloped municipalities, consquently with a
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3.1 Legal framework of local governments financing
Local government, its functioning and financing is
regulated by the Constitution of Serbia and three referent laws: Local Self Government Bill from 2007, Local Self Government Financing Act, from 2006 and
Public Revenues and Expenditures Act, adopted in
year 2001.3) These laws were formulated in line with
Council of Europe recommendations introducing significant innovations and reforms, including widening
municipal competencies and financial decentralization.4) The reform was proposed to enable municipalities to upgrade their performance especially as
client-oriented public service, focused on their citizens.
Local Self-Government Financing Act defines the following revenues of units:
 Genuine/direct revenues as the revenues
whose fiscal rate, i.e. method for determining of
the amount is in the domain of the local government unit, while the law might limit tax rate, or define the highest and lowest level of a
tax, toll or fee.
 Conceded revenues are those revenues whose base and rate, i.e. the amount are regulated
by the law, while the revenue realized on the local government unit territory are conceded, in
total or partially to that LG unit.
3) Sl. glasnik Republike Srbije 129/2007; Sl. glasnik Republike Srbije
62/2006; Sl. glasnik Republike Srbije 54/1999 i
22/2001

 General purpose transfers is the sum of four sorts of transfers: equalizing, general, compensational and transitional transfer.
 Special purpose/earmarked transfers are
financial transfers used for financing specific
functions and expenses.

4) By increasing the number and consequently
financial share of genuine revenues in total
revenue of municipalities, by transferring responsibilities, determining and collecting of
these revenues and
limiting of (undue) interference by central
authorities in budget
expenditures of LG.

The budget funds of unit are provided from genuine
and conceded revenues, including transfers, credits
and other sources.

5) VAT – Value Added Tax
is general tax on consumption calculated
and paid on goods and
services in all the phases of production and
trade of goods and
services, as well as on
import of merchandise.
General rate of VAT is
18%. (Value added tax
law, ''Sl. glasnik RS'',
broj 84/2004, 86/2004 i
61/05)

A3. Local communal fees - signboards of the office space; outside office space, inside facilities
and public spaces of the unit (motorways, pavements, green spaces, lamp posts, etc.), use
of motor vehicles, boats, rafts, restaurants and
other commercial facilities on the water, use of
public spaces or in front of office space for
commercial/business purposes, use of billboards and other advertising boards, etc. (16 in
total). The Government of Serbia determines
the highest amount of certain local communal
fees.
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A Genuine revenues of the local governments
A1. Property tax
A2. Local administrative fees - Up to the highest
amount for the similar documents and services, determined in administrative fees on the
Republic level.

A4. Residence permit fee
A5. Voluntary tax revenues - Imposing of a voluntary/self-imposed tax is always a direct decision of citizens, expressed on referendum. The
initiative must be followed by the corresponding project, with its sources, purpose and financial construction defined. The crucial elements of the decision about referendum are:
purpose, area, time period, total amount, voluntary taxpayers, the amount of voluntary
tax, public control etc.
A6. Lease revenues are exclusively used for construction and purchasing of the new commercial space, repair and maintenance of the buildings, facilities, and for supply and repair of
the equipment.
A7. Toll for use of the construction land; toll for
construction land development;
A8. Construction land lease
B Revenues conceded to local governmentss
B.1. Revenues from conceded taxes
 Citizens income tax (incl. income from agriculture, real estates, lease, insurance, small business, and 40% of the salary tax, paid according
to place of residence);
 Inheritance and donation tax;
 Absolute rights transfer tax.
B.2. Revenues from conceded tolls: motor vehicles, tractors and trailers; environmental pollution;
mineral resources use; material taken from water
course; use of forests; use of water; changing use of
the agricultural land; use of natural curative factor
and tourism.
B.3 Transfers
In January 2005, Serbia introduced a new fiscal instrument Value Added Tax (VAT) present in European Union for many years.5) By adopting it, the previous Sales tax was abolished. Executed change
had serious impact on local governments finances,
budget revenues and functioning, knowing that the
sales tax has been adding up a considerable part to
LG units’ total budget revenue. The sales tax was the
revenue shared between budget of Serbia and LG
budgets, so the share of Belgrade was from 16%20%, even 30% of the collected sales tax in the City
territory. It was obvious that introducing of VAT as
a genuine Republic tax, impossible to be divided in
such a way, would make a serious gap in local finances. Since VAT was inevitable to be introduced,
serious reconsiderations have been made how to
compensate to LG the lost revenue, avoiding to
make them the first victim of the new fiscal system.
It was clear intention of the Government of Serbia
that VAT would be neutral to local finances and, to

Special purpose/earmarked transfers

System of transfers is successfully functioning. On
one hand, they are of help to weak local finances
and on the other, sort of compensation for losses,
caused by some Government actions. In the same
time, it is the expression of solidarity, because it
compensates to the richer local communities a part
of the lost revenue, and to less developed LG concedes greater part of the general transfers.

Functional transfers - used for financing of the
expenses inside a specific function, and Original
special purpose transfers - used for financing of
a precisely defined purpose, for a specific program
or expenditure.
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achieve this, it was decided to solve the problem
through the increase of transfers to LG units, compensating in such a way in total or partially the lost
revenue comparing to previous system and period6).

Special purpose transfers are financial transfers
used for financing specific functions and expenses
and they might be:

Treasury
General purpose transfers
Equalizing transfer is a the part of total general
purpose transfer, distributed to LG, where revenues
per capita from the conceded taxes are below the
average percent of all the municipalities (excluding
cities)
General transfer is the part of the total general
purpose transfers distributed to all LG, according to
criteria determined by law.
Compensatory transfer is the part of the total
general purpose transfers distributed to LG, compensating the part of the lost revenue, caused by
modifications of the Republic Fiscal System
Transitional transfer is transfer allowed to LG unit
in the transitional period, used for gradual budget
adjustment of LG unit to the decreased amount of
the available resources, effected by transition to the
new financing system of local government.

Introduction of modern budget and treasury functions in local governments public finances was an important part of budget reforms. Functioning of Treasury in Belgrade is important for two reasons. The
first, all the city budget and other public expenses
are financed through one integral account of the
Treasury, which implies abolition of all the accounts
of the direct and indirect budget users. The second,
new procedures in conduction of the budget expenses, regulated by the Instructions for work of the
Treasury. The collection system of all the budget resources is regulated by the payment accounts of the
public and other revenues, from which the financial 6) Public Administrations
Reform and Local Selfresources are daily transferred to consolidated acGovernments,
count of the City and City municipalities Treasury.
www.seerecon.org/serThe role of the Treasury is to integrate all the finanbiamontenegro/documents/reforms_statecial flows of a local community/ Belgrade and therement_serbia/annex4-2fore, to enhance its liquidity and ensure regular paypa_LG.pdf
ment of the obligations, as well as to ensure precise
and up-to-date evidence of the budget realization.

Panoramic view of New Belgrade, th ebigest constructing site in the city, photo ZG, 2006.
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3.2. City responsibilities
Besides previously stated legal framework, Belgrade
financing system is defined and prescribed by: the
Capital City Bill, City Statute and the statutes of its
17 joined and constitutive municipalities.7)
The main responsibility of the city public sector is to
provide various public utility and other services within the city territory, and City therefore established its
own 11 public utility companies PUC make annual
turnover of around 400 million euros, (2006), while
in the same time receiving subventions from the City
Government of around 120 million euros. These subventions are mostly used for capital investments,
and partly for covering deficits and losses in these
companies’ financial results.
The capital investments of the City in 9 PUC make
48% of total city subventions in public utility companies in 2006. These investments make around 13%
of total turnover of PUC, while the real subventions
are 15% of this turnover. The biggest City capital investments are in heating, public transportation , public greenery and water supply and sewage.
Besides public utility services, the City is authorized for
financing and functioning of the following activities, in
accordance to Local self government act, Law on capital city and City Statute: children and social care, elemetary education, primary health care of its citizens.

Under the authority of the Republic of Serbia is providing following utilities and services on the territory of Belgrade: electric power supply, telecommunications, transportation (excluding local), traffic infrastructure and road network (except local), education (except elementary), health care (except primary), science and public information system.
There is not much room for further adjustments in
the existing division of responsibilities, except perhaps in the field of telecommunications, national television as the national public service with obligatory monthly fee, railroad transportation and there is
also a room for additional decentralization in education and health care.8)
On the other hand, the City, including PUC revenues
do not cover the increased volume and costs of public services in National Capital and by far the largest
city in the country, among the other due to the fact
that it must finance services that are in use by a
great number of Belgrade visitors and temporal residents, (ring roads, public transportation, water supply, heating, sanitation, etc.), dealing with the problem with its limited resources. Therefore there is a
need for improvement of financial relation between
the state and city government and to adjust their
budgets to given functional relations.

3.3. Overlapping responsibilities
Through the fiscal category of shared revenues (conceded and transfers), Serbian Government transfers
to the City of Belgrade a part of the revenue collected in its territory. The bulk of these revenues are the
general budget revenues of Belgrade and the City
has no obligation to use it for any previously determined purpose. The exception from that rule are
tolls, their use is proscribed by the special law and
7) Sl.glasnik Republike Srearmarked transfers – new fiscal category, used
bije 129/2007, Sl.list
for financing of the previously determined and apgrada Beograda broj
14/ 2004да број 14/
proved specific functions, expenses or programs.9)
2004

There are several sectors where cooperation is need8) RTS is the only TV com- ed due to overlapping responsibilities and models of
such cooperation are more or less similar to all the
pany in Serbia with
such a system; this fee capital city - central government relations elsewhere.
is to be paid together
Construction of the main roads and highways and
with electricity supply
accessory infrastructure, as well as their maintebill .
nance are in the jurisdiction of central governments.
As the construction of these facilities is influencing
9) Health Center Bežanijsthe city space and its functions, there have to be coka kosa, the only reoperation and coordination between two levels, two
sponsibility transfered
governments and two professional structures: state
to City up till now
and city governments. The financing part is follow-
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ing the planning, designing and constructing process
and the construction and participation varies in each
case and is a matter of special protocol in every single project. The Capital City Bill enabled an improvement to this situation by giving the City the
right to found a special agency in aim to manage,
construct and maintain state roads, except highways, within its territory, but this ability is to be implemented in future period. Such projects involve financial cooperation and partnerships not only between different levels of governments but also participation of private sector as well.
The other cooperation example between government
levels is the maintenance and control of the protected water supply area near the river Sava within Belgrade territory. Since the water is one of the main national natural resources, its exploitation is in Central
Government jurisdiction. On the other hand, City of
Belgrade PUC “Belgrade Water Supply and Sewage”
and its relevant partners, City institutions (Public Enterprises and Secretariats) are taking care of planning, constructing, and maintenance of this area, including water-wells. In financing the whole process

Another interesting example of cooperation between
the Republic and City government is possible longterm improvement in achieving public benefits for
the City through financial transfers between these
levels of authorities. In year 2006 the national mobile phone company “Mobtel” was successfully privatized and the funds had to be invested in public
projects and in a limited period of time.11) Government established NIP, National Investment Plan to
engage in the most effective way the budget surplus
from privatization in 2005 and 2006, while in the
same time, to stimulate employment, infrastructure
modernization and economic growth. Since all the
projects that met set criteria were at least two years
long projects, funds have been set aside for the specific projects and individually for each ministry which
is conducting the NIP. In 2006 a total of RSD 2.26 billion was spent for these projects, while in 2007 the
sum spent was some RSD 439.9 million.12) Such
precedent in budget expenditures was useful for
both central and local levels and is a case study to
elaborate and analyze, for implementation in further
government reforms. In the period from 2006 to
2008, Belgrade competed for the NIP funding of a

few significant projects such as, for example, Belgrade Ring Road, Adaptation and readjustment of
the Museum of Science and Technology, National
Museum in Belgrade, or completion of Sveti Sava
Temple.13)
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there have to be cooperation and coordination between two levels, division of duties and responsibilities, and for now City and Republic governments are
making special agreements for each project. Such an
example is financing of the study „Belgrade underground water-well – Present state and development
directions“, in preparation by the Institute for water
management «Jaroslav Černi» Belgrade, by Ministry
of Agriculture, Forestry and Water Management,
while the part of it, „Possibility of redefining – decrease of the protection zone of Belgrade waterwells“ is co-financed by Belgrade Land Development
Agency. Capital City Law gives certain authorities to
Belgrade in this field as well. The Law defines that the
water management, waters protection, protection of
their hazardous impacts, their use as well as financing of water management in the waters area of Belgrade is to be transferred to Belgrade authority, i.e.
to the new city public enterprise for water management and management of water management facilities. The City will conduct inspection in the field of
water management, determine the use and conditions for positioning vessels in the part of the river
banks and water space, etc.10)

One of the main reasons for previous objections of
the local government concerning relations of the Republic and City government was the fact that up till
the adoption of the Self Government Financing Act,
the citizens’ property tax has been collected by the
Serbian Government. Years back, Republic Public
Revenues Board has been collecting this tax and
then directed it to Belgrade/ LG unit as conceded
revenue.
Such a practise had several negative consquences
on local government, among those the most important were:
 The Republic Government regulated all of the
criteria for determining and collecting of this revenue, iits tax rate, its range from-to, and Belgrade authorities were not in position tomake an
10) Capital City Law,
influence;

chapter 3, article 8.

 Considering that the Republic Public Revenues
Board has been collecting the tax that was as- 11) As being a part of the
National annual insigned to unit, RPRB was not motivated to appcome, and as such, a
ly all the necessary measures available for inpart of the state budgcrease the share of actually paid Property tax.
et.
The degree of legal enforcement was low;
 Although getting the return/ transfer of this re- 12)
venue, the city authorities haven't got any track http://www.mfin.sr.gov.yu
about the infamous percentage of actually paid
obligations according to this tax regulation and 13) According to the published “Report of NIP
consequently where not in position to interverealzation in the perine/ take any steps ensuring higher and more reod from January 1st to
gular tax collection.
March 21st 2008” preBy adoption of the mentioned law in 2006, this tax,
except Inheritance and donation tax and Absolute
rights transfer tax, became the genuine revenue of
LG and so of Belgrade (article 6).
The Serbian Government still has great influence on
the size of the City Budget. Shared revenues (conceded and transfers, mostly conceded when Belgrade
is in question), controlled by the Government, make
59% of the total revenues of the City budget in 2007,
so the influence is in close proportion to this fact.

pared by Ministry of
infrastructure of the
Republic of Serbia as
direct budget user of
the NIP funds for Belgrade Ring Road, part
Dobanovci-Bubanj potok, sectors 1-6, total
2.700.000.000 RSD of
estimated sum, realized 703,402,907 RSD.

Panoramic view of Sava Port, and the historic part of Belgrade, photo Ž.G., 2006.
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3.4. Analysis of the Belgrade city budget
Serbian Government participates in budget revenues of Belgrade in a way as it participates to all the
other units, through conceded revenues and transfers, but not grant-in-aid, earmarked transfers for
public projects.14) Funds are not redistributed to national capital from the other sub national government levels (cities and municipalities). Property tax
is the direct revenue of local government, in accordance to Local Self Government Financing Act from
2006, increasing the share of direct in total budget
revenues of Belgrade on 41%. Belgrade authorities
founded in 2007 its own Tax Board for determining
and collecting of the Property tax, replacing the Republic Public Revenues Board on this duty and increasing the amount of collected resources.15)
14) Understood as a tranfering federal funds to
a state or local government to subsidize a
public project or
function

Belgrade is rather independent in managing its own
affairs through budget expenditures, limited only by
legal regulations and its responsibilities as local government. Government of Serbia has no right for exante approval of the budgets. The Republic conducts
only ex post local budget control, leaving Belgrade
15) In accordance with
authorities a free hand to use the City budget as the
the article 60 of the
Local Self-Government instrument to materialize its own goals and targets.
Financing Act and artiAccording to regulations, Government is acquainted
cle 2a of the Tax Procedure and Fiscal Ad- with the City budget, more so because 59% of its reministration Act.
venues depend on Government decisions, although
in the legal procedure, but once the revenues are defined, it cannot influence its use in Belgrade, or in

any other local community. The City budget is a document open to public insight in the published form,
so consequently National government do have insight over the national capital affairs, still that insight
is neither bigger nor less than it is towards any other
city or municipality.
The City Budget for 2007 was around 800 million euros, or about 10 times more than it was in 2000
(around 80 mills. E) and 45% higher than in 2006.
Direct/own/genuine revenues are 84% higher, significant increase due to Property tax assignment to
Belgrade jurisdiction, conceded revenues are14% higher and loans/credits 50% higher than in 2006.
Such a growth of the City budget is the consequence of the dynamic, still gradual recovery of the city
economy after the years of prolonged crises and also due to reforms.
According to 2007 data, it was 9 times less than the
budget of the Republic of Serbia in the same year.
Each of 17 constitutive municipalities has its own
budget, varying in per capita size as 10 to 1, from
the economically strongest central city municipalities
Savski venac, Stari grad and Vračar towards suburban municipalities Barajevo, Grocka, Mladenovac, or
Rakovica as the weakest. Budgets of all the city municipalities share in the city of Belgrade public finances are 12%, and the rest are the City budget resources.

City of Belgrade budget expenditures 2007 (euro)

No Expenditure

City of Belgrade Budget Revenues 2007
2000

structure

(euro)

2007

structure

1

Employes

2

Goods and services

3

Credit Interests

Amount

%

68.887.000

8,5

152.444.000

18,9

4.177.000

0,5

OWN REVENUES

30.543.124

38,0

280.323.163

34,75

4

Subventions

166.451.000

20,6

User charges

24.916.344

31,0

186.667.313

23,14

5

Donations and transfers

74.863.000

9,3

Local taxes

2.924.167

3,6

41.144.475

5,10

6

Social insurance

25.263.000

3,1

Other

2.702.613

3,4

52.511.375

6,51

7

Various

17.883.000

2,2

TRANSFERS

49.822.343

62,0

407.652.588

50,54

8

Reserves

6.500.000

0,8

shared taxes

48.064.126

59,8

334.544.950

41,48

9

Assets

278.729.000

34,6

10 Stocks

187.000

0,0

2.500.000

0,3

grants - general
grants - earmarked
LOANS
TOTAL REVENUES

0

0,0

72.535.625

8,99

1.758.217

2,2

572.013

0,07

11

0

0,0

53.815.363

6,67

12 Annuities

100,0 806.577.638

100,00

80.365.467

Property of natural
resources

TOTAL

8.693.000

1,1

806.577.000

100,0

Tables 3, 4 – Belgrade City budget
Source: Službeni list grada Beograda 22/1999, 29/2005, 19/2007 All data in Euros, 1euro=80RSD for 2006,2007, 1euro=60 RSD conversion for 2000
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cal taxes (incl. property tax) 15%, and other income
10%.

In the City current budget revenues structure, genuine revenues participate around 40%, while conceded revenues and transfers make 60% of the total budget inflow in 2007.

Tolls for city construction land development and for
city construction land use, compose a predominant
part in the direct revenues of the City budget. (68%)

Among genuine revenues, user charges fees, tolls
and lease participate with around 75% in 2007, loCAPITAL BUDGET E 2000 –
City of Belgrade revenues
27.500.000

55,45

borrowing

0

0,00

other/direct

22.090.511

44,55

49.590.511

100,00

The significant share within City budget revenues
have: citizens’ income tax, property tax, legal transfer and tolls.

CAPITAL BUDGET E 2006 –
City of Belgrade revenues
grants

171.467.150

0,24

43.156.250

12,64

other/direct

126.669.325

37,11

total

341.292.725

100,00

borrowing

Capital Budget 2006 - City of Belgrade
- expenditures (mills euro)
No

Title

total
1 Transfers to municipalities for
various investments

amount

%

341,0

100,0

2,0

0,6

2 Streets, bridges and
tramways reconstruction

39,5

11,6

3 Housing

24,9

7,3

4 Heating PUC Beogradske
Elektrane

32,7

9,6

5 Sanitation

0,8

0,2

6 Greenery

4,1

1,2

7 Ada Ciganlija

0,3

0,1

8 Cemeteries

0,6

0,2

9 Green markets

1,1

0,3

10 Water supply

53,5

15,7

11 Public transportation

99,4

29,1

12 Environment preservation

9,1

2,7

13 Subventions to agriculture
and private companies

4,6

14 Culture

7,5

2,2
2,9

16 Sport

4,4

1,3

17 Public Health

5,6

1,6

2,4

0,7

38,75

11,4

18

Social and children care

19 Various subventions PUC

The capital part of the Belgrade City budget expenditures in 2006 was around 340 million euros, seven
times bigger than in 2000 and it was predominantly
used for investments in land development, infrastructure and programs of public utility companies.
In its revenue structure 50% were transfers, 37% direct revenues, and the rest were loans. This is derived, calculated category, because capital budget does not exist indipendently, instead capital investments are the part of total budget expenditures
and they are planned annualy in the same procedure as the total City budget.
Republic Square and the Knez Mihailo Monument, Belgrade, photo I.M.., 2006

1,4

10,0

15 Education

In the 2007 City Budget, the share of genuine in the
total revenues is radically increased, because of the
mentioned property tax transfer in the City/ jurisdiction.
Within Belgrade budget conceded revenues in 2007,
conceded taxes and tolls make app. 82% and legal
transfers of the Republic of Serbia 18%.

grants

total

Financing the Capital

City budget makes approximately 12% of Belgrade
GDP in 2006.

Tables 5 - Capital budget of belgrade
Source: Službeni list Beograda 22/2007, and 29/2005
In euro, 1 euro = 80 RSD
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Budgets of some Belgrade municipalities

3.5. Budgets of city municipalities

Stari grad – urban municipality budget revenues
2007
revenues

structure

10.008.810

73,2

9.111.913

66,7

62.500

0,5

The amount of resources for city municipalities’
budgets is determined every year by the City Assembly decision, according to regulations and City
Statute and it was in 2007 around 7 times less than
the City budget,15%, comparing to City budget.
Those resources are distributed on municipalities for
their budgets by the same decision.

OWN REVENUES

834.398

6,1

TRANSFERS

3.655.766

26,8

According to legal regulations, revenues belonging
to the City are shared between the City and its municipalities in a way that they are divided in three
groups.

shared taxes

1.953.438

14,3

grants - general

1.612.963

11,8

89.375

0,7

0

0,0

TOTAL REVENUES
13.664.577
Source: Službeni list Beograda 22/2007
In euro 1 euro = 80 RSD

100,0

Revenues belonging as a whole to the City are: Income tax (40%); Absolute rights transfer tax; income tax from: self-employment activities; real estates renting, movable property renting; personal
insurance; Revenues from renting real estates in
public property, used by the City bodies and organizations and public service financed from the City
budget; Municipal administrative fees realized by activities of the City bodies, organizations and administration; Residence permit fee; Donations to the
City; Interests income for the bank deposited City financial resources; Penalties; Income as a consequence of the City administration activities; Revenues from sales of public movable property, used
by the City; Tolls for use of goods of public interest
(like mineral resources, water courses, forests
etc.);Tolls for environmental impact; Revenues from
stocks and capital sales in privatization procedure;
Loans and Tourist toll.
Revenues belonging as a whole to the city municipalities: (each for its territory) are: Income tax from
agriculture and forestry; Revenues from renting real
estates in public property, used by the municipality
bodies and organizations and local administration;
Local administrative fees realized by activities of the
municipal bodies, organizations and administration;
Voluntary tax introduced for the territory of a city municipality; Interest income for the bank deposited
municipal financial resources; Revenues from sales
of public movable property, used by the City municipality. Penalties from city municipality jurisdiction;

User charges
Local taxes
Other

grants - earmarked
LOANS

Vozdovac – urban municipality budget revenues
2007
revenues
structure
OWN REVENUES
User charges
Local taxes
Other
TRANSFERS
shared taxes
grants - general
grants - earmarked

18,9

537.300

10,8

30.000

0,6

370.125

7,4

2.926.327

58,9

2.071.875

41,7

806.075

16,2

48.377

1,0

LOANS

0

0,0

BUDGET SURPLUS
2006

1.105.882

22,3

TOTAL REVENUES

4.969.635

100,0

Source: Službeni list Beograda 20/2007
In euro, 1 euro = 80 RSD
Лазаревац - буџетски приход у 2007 години
у еврима
revenues
OWN REVENUES

structure

4.439.613

30,7

363.750

2,5

4.029.613

27,9

46.250

0,3

10.020.875

69,3

shared taxes

6.348.575

43,9

grants - general

3.672.300

25,4

0

0,0

User charges

Port of Belgrade, Dorćol, Belgrade, photo Ž.G., 2006.

937.425

Local taxes
Other
TRANSFERS

grants - earmarked
LOANS

0,0

BUDGET SURPLUS
2006

0

0,0

TOTAL REVENUES

14.460.488

100,0

Source: Službeni list Beograda 22/2007,
In euro, 1 euro = 80 RSD
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The share of their own revenues in central city municipalities differs from 73% in Stari grad, with large
amount of revenues from renting commercial space,
38% in Savski venac, 19% in Voždovac and 15% in
Čukarica. Own revenues in suburban municipalities
make, for example, 30% in Lazarevac and 34% in
Mladenovac, having their own income from tolls for
use of construction land and for construction land
development and construction land lease, their own
income because they are managing their own affairs
in this field, also having their own PUC.
Revenues shared between the city and city municipalities are: Property tax, Inheritance and Donation
tax, revenues from local communal taxes, Construction Land Use Toll, Construction Land Development

Toll and Construction Land Lease, Toll for construction and maintenance of the road network and Toll
for environmental preservation and development, as
well as resources from governmental transfers.

Financing the Capital

Donations to a city municipality; Revenue from activities of the City municipality bodies, organization
and administration; Toll for use of natural curative
factor and Toll for use of goods of public interest in
electric power and oil and gas production.

These revenues realized on the territory of a municipality, are shared between the city and the municipality in different proportions every year, depending
on budget needs of that municipality. It is consequently neither a stimulative element, nor it reflects
some sort of long or short term economic policy, level of development of a Belgrade municipality. The
proportion simply reflects its budget needs and problems for the current fiscal year.
According to City Statute, in the suburban municipalities, these fiscal revenues belong to them, for the
amount realized in their territory, reflecting not only
their different status, but much more the services
they are entitled to do, the services the City is doing
for ten urban municipalities (like construction land
development and public communal services).

3.6. Construction land development
Construction land development is one of the activities organized and managed by the city of Belgrade
established public agency, Belgrade land development public agency. This activity and the authorized
institution significantly contribute to financing of the
City public sector.
Seven suburban municipalities are developing construction land, each one for its own territory. They
also can contract Belgrade LDA for these purposes.
City of Belgrade, through this Agency is leasing the
unbuilt construction land that city is in charge for.
The land ownership reform is a part of the transitional process that in Serbia is still in progress.
Therefore the City of Belgrade in accordance to the
actual laws, has the right to lease parts of the not yet
inbuilt land, and also not privately owned, on long
term basis (99 years). The City adopts Development
Program of the Public Construction land development and Lease Program for the Public Undeveloped
Construction Land, as well as the Development and
Lease programs for the rest of construction land in
the property of the Republic of Serbia.16)

City municipalities have the right to rent the constructing land up to prescribed maximum, and all
above that has to be the topic of special public bids.
The type and the scope of program tasks are determined: by the City Budget for the year in question,
revenues collected from the paid toll for construction
16) Decision about conland development, current state of investments and
struction land, ("Sl. list
construction of communal infrastructure lasting for
grada Beograda", br.
years, available plans and technical documentation.
16/2003, 18/2003 i
The other construction land development works and
construction of magisterial facilities not included in
this program might be realized from other sources
if these works does not influence the realization of
activities covered by this program (credits/loans –
domestic and international, direct transfers).

2/2004, "Sl.glasnik
RS", br. 41/2005 - decision CCRS i "Sl. list
grada Beograda", br.
3/2006)

Areal view of Zemun and New Belgrade, photo I.M.., 2003.

The instruments used for financing public works
within the city construction land are: Construction
land lease; Toll for use of the developed construction
land, Toll for construction land development, etc. Determining the amount of these lease and tolls, payment dynamics, and other necessary details are defined by the Decision of City Assembly for the territory of ten urban municipalities. Development of the
construction land in the territory of 10 inner city municipalities, financing preparation and construction
of the capital facilities for the city of Belgrade, as well
as the other investments is defined annually through
the Construction land development program.17)
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3.7. Budget and off-budget financing
The basic urban services are financed either directly
from the budget or from the income realized from
conducting/selling communal and other public services on the City territory, as the income of the City
public utility and other companies. A part of the tolls
collected for use, maintenance and further development of the public construction land belongs to PUC.
The combination of the two previously shown financing models is also present, when City subventions from the budget help PUC in financing capital
projects in their field of work. On the other hand,
these subventions are often compensating the lost
income due to the low prices of communal services,
often an instrument of the social policy led by the
City. In 2006, 60,000 households were using discount
for their communal bills from 10%-50% and 5% discount was on disposition for any household who paid
its bill on time. The City was subsidizing this lost income to PUC from the budget (around Euro 10 million). In some cases these incomes are too low even

to ensure normal services supply, leaving narrow
space for PUC investment funds.
After obtained approval of the City as their founder,
public utility companies can only once a year carry
out corrections/ increase prices of their communal
fees.
The other obstacle in functioning of PUC and obtaining investment funds for their programs is a very low
percentage in collection of local communal fees from
citizens and companies.
The City transferred certain municipal responsibilities
to the following companies: Transport Company
"Lasta" – public commuter and local transport by regular service lines within the territory of Belgrade;
"Electric Power Distribution Belgrade", PE – maintenance of public lighting facilities "Dimničar" Company – chimney sweeping work Veterinary Station Belgrade – knackery work, paying them for the specific
services they are providing to the City.

Zones in the inner Belgrade area – 11 city municipalities, determined for gradation in payments of the toll for construction land development,
Source: Belgrade Land Development Public Agency
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PUC

activity

city budget
subventions

capital
subventions

turnover

1. Beogradski vodovod i kanalizacija

Water supply
and sewage

14,300,000

8,750,000

78.075.650

2. Beogradske elektrane (2005)

Heating

19,000,000

19,000,000

94.800.000

3. Gradsko saobraćajno preduzeće
"Beograd"

Public transportation

58,625,000

10,500,000

98.144.000

4. Gradske pijace (2005)

Green open markets

1,556,000

1,556,000

9.297.075

5. Pogrebne usluge

Cemeteries

625.000

625.000

9.135.487

6. Zelenilo Beograd

parks, squares,
greenery

14,187,000

14,187,000

19.343.612

7. "Gradska čistoća"

Sanitation, waste
disposal

8. Parking servis

Parking lots

15.470.400

9. "Beograd put"

Local parts of traffic
infrastructure

83.847.000

Financing the Capital

Turnover of Belgrade Public Utility Companies and City Subventions/ transfers to PUC in 2006

5,550,000

Tables 6 - Turnover of Belgrade Public Utility Companies
Source: Službeni list grada Beograda In euro 1 euro = 80 RSD

District Heating Plants of Belgrade, Heating Plant “Novi Beograd” on the Sava River
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4.
FINANCIAL “CONFLICTS”
OF URBAN DEVELOPMENT IN BELGRADE

During ‘90s, in so called pre-transitional period, one
of the most significant processes in Serbia and especially in Belgrade was illegal constructing. The
phenomenon is well known in under-developed and
developing countries and is closely connected with
economic instability, poverty and absence of the adequate legal regulations and enforcement. Among
the participants in the Project, the illegal constructions are widely present in Skopje and Tirana, and
less in Zagreb. In case of Belgrade, intensive illegal
constructions were partly connected with the large
number of refugees and other immigrants from exYugoslavia, also from impoverished parts of Serbia
looking for job, wishing to settle down and build their
homes in or near Belgrade. Besides suburban municipalities, the process was also taking place in the
central city territory, the aim was to built homes or
gain profit outside legal procedure.
Neither Serbian nor the City authorities have managed to stop this process, their unwillingness to react according to law was a part of a social policy. The
legalization as an instrument of compromise and
remedy was first introduced in the late 80s, though
without lasting results. Functional consequences of
illegal constructions have been present in the long
term: occupied corridors planned for transportation
routes, wasted inbuilt and agricultural land, sub-standard settlements with an inadequate infrastructure
and architecture, and far from insignificant, crumbling of the management and planning system of the
City and trust in its institutions. Direct financial consequence for the City authorities and budget were
deficits in the public sector finances, consequently
confronted with unjustified expectations to satisfy
public needs and standards, as well as the deficit of
the collected property tax that otherwise should have
been collected for years. There is also a lack of compensation for urban services that were not collected
through fees, permits and tolls, maintenance and
other services related to PUC. The last but not the
least consequence is wide occupation of public land
planed for road and infrastructure corridors and of
land resource that would never again be evaluated
and developed as worthy city constructing land.
One hypothesis concerning the cause of such a situation is that municipalities obtained quasi-autonomy, based on decentralization process back in the
eighties. The inefficient transfer of duties between
the authorities (state – city - municipalities) resulted
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with lack of control over processes and happenings.
Shifting of responsibilities back and forth contributed
to anarchy in constructing, monitoring and management processes. Municipalities, including Belgrade,
did not collect property tax and were not in position
to influence its fiscal rate. If that had been the case,
the local authorities would have been more motivated to press illegal constructors to act according to
the law and would also legalize more of the built facilities, consequently ensuring additional revenue for
their own needs.
On the other hand, the illegal constructors were allowed to obtain some urban services in cooperation
with public utility companies (electric power supply,
water supply, telephone, waste disposal) in one condition: if they only paid for the connection and their
communal consumption bills. Legalization that followed was considered the important part of the governmental social program, human and more efficient
way to manage the illegal constructing. The other,
less popular solution was to conduct rigid law enforcement, charging for lack of permits, or by demolition of informal structures. The fact that the
process of illegal constructions hasn't been stopped
until nowadays makes the case for strategies and
policy makers to try to find solutions through new financial mechanisms, policy reforms or other legal,
politics - or market-based solutions.
The other conflict worth mentioning is the division of
responsibilities for construction and maintenance of
certain public infrastructure and other networks and
services between levels of authorities. The facilities
like state roads, highways, some infrastructure systems and natural resources are under Serbian Government jurisdiction, though used and sometimes
maintained by the local authorities (City/municipality). Airport Belgrade, for example, part of the national traffic infrastructure is situated in previously
suburban, nowadays an attractive zone of the city.
The use of the surrounding land is proscribed by
adoption of development plans according to the air
traffic regulations, and is nowadays in conflict with
local needs. The dilemma about appropriate and
sustainable land use near the airport is going to be
solved only through negotiating of the state and city
authorities and institutions through legal, professional and political process and will depend on the
evaluation of the benefits/assets for the State and
the City. Also, «Srbijašume», the state-owned PUC

In the case of the governmental railroad company
“Železnice Srbije”, Belgrade authorized to propose
solutions and projects for corridors and railroads
passing through the City relating to its new development plans, but is not in power to make independent final decisions. Therefore any significant
plan or development in this field is not possible to
implement in the administrative territory of Belgrade
without the compliance of the Central Government.
Hundreds of hectares of the central Belgrade area
are occupied with railroad tracks, providing functioning of the state rail transportation, and the city
considers this land as one of the best development
resources.
On the other hand, the city of Belgrade is to finance
the major city projects on its own, like metro (or
some other high-capacity system) and the city regional rail “Beovoz”. Due to this conflict of authorities and long term lack of cooperation, Belgrade is
left without these rather common utilities in the other European capital cities. Without cooperation leading to mutually agreed removal of the parts of the
railroad network in, for example, Sava amphitheater,
Belgrade is not in position to redevelop large inner
city brownfield areas and to gain financial, aesthetic and marketing benefits.2)
One of the possible reasons of disharmony between
the state and city authorities is the legal framework,
still not adjusted to the specific needs of Belgrade
and its functionally dependent area. The Capital City
Bill has been recently adopted, and the Law on Planning and construction did not sufficiently follow
trends and changes in the wider European space,
recognizing capital cities as distinguished, specific
entities comparing to other towns and cities.3) The
City of Belgrade, biggest and the most complex in
Serbia didn’t get a special treatment, although in the
promotional campaign for the adoption of the of the
Law in 2003 was claimed that the new system of urban planning «brings the extension of possible planning answers on different local demands - furthermore there will not be the same kind of plan for small
settlements and capital or large cities.”4) Unfortunately, the adopted planning law left local governments and even the Capital without right to regulate
in specific its territory and establishing planning rules

in accordance with its complex structure and specific needs.
The planning and constructing procedures in Belgrade are the longest, the most expensive and complicated comparing to any other municipality in Serbia. Therefore a new set of rules and distinct procedure specified for the Capital city is needed to be
brought by the City Assembly and implemented onwards to regulate, sometimes clarify and consequently simplify the legal procedures in such a complex urban system and some of the responsibilities
should be entirely transferred to its constituent municipalities.
Another unregulated aspect related to public sector
in Serbia is the land cadastre. The land cadastre
management was shifted from local to central government jurisdiction in the late eighties, although
commonly linked to local authorities in Europe. Not
only that the Republic of Serbia is making the most
of decisions significant for local governments, concentrating the bulk of financial resources, collecting
the greatest part of taxes and tolls, though also it is 1) BilbaoRia, consortium
consisting of private
where cadastre is. Having in mind that Belgrade is
and public stock holdthe most interesting City for investments and develers founded to organize
and manages developopments in Serbia, the lack of data on land and ownment of the riverbanks
ership, as well as a long procedure to obtain these
of Nervion in Bilbao,
papers within the city are both making investors imone of the most interpatient and insecure.
esting riversides of the
European cities. Then
The adoption of another integral set of rules and dethe city Antwerp, Hartermining authorities concerning public/private partbor Antwerp and prinership would be both useful and necessary for the
vate stakeholders are
interested in participaRepublic and especially for the capital city. During
tion in joint transforma90s and after the political change in 2000, a new, edtion of the second harucated group of investors appeared, willing to nebor city in Western Eugotiate with authorized governments, wishing to
rope.
contribute to the benefits and welfare of the public
sector and not only their own. Since in the previous 2) Boston Big Dig – Facts:
United States Departperiod solely state and local governments financed
ment of Transportation,
most of the public works and processes in the neighFederal Highway Adboring post-socialistic countries haven’t been particministration & The Masularly researched, transition caught governments in
sachusetts Turnpike Authority are buiding (and
Serbia unprepared for serious negotiations with the
financing) 8 miles of Inprivate sector. The public sector still doesn't have
terstate highway conneither knowledge, nor experience to successfully
struction through (unnegotiate and achieve cooperation with the private
der) Boston: approximately 4 miles of I-93
sector on mutual benefit.

U.S. and European best practices may be the base
for new policies and strategies on the local level, and
especially to Belgrade government to use the will
and need of developers to invest together with the
local authorities and offer public amenities as benefits in their development projects.

between Roxbury and
Somerville, and approximately 4 miles of I-90
between Chinatown
and East Boston.
(Source
http://www.boston.com
/advertisers/bigdig.sht
ml)

When collection and distribution of total fiscal revenues is in question, in various budget constructions, 3) Law on Planning and
there is an ever-present conflict between levels of
Construction, Sl.glasnik
RS 47/03, 34/06
authorities – State and local, and between both of
these levels and tax payers. This conflict derives as
much from the nature of fiscal system and its con- 4) Conference: “Winds of
Societal Change: Resequences in practice, as it derives from certain immaking Post-Commuperfections and slow modifications according to new
nist Cities”, University
legislation in this field. Here, the basic goals and inof Illinois, June 18-19,
2004.
tentions on each of these levels will be highlighted,
underlining conflicts of different kinds.
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Financial “conflicts” of urban development

in forest management, is controlling the most of
valuable green land and foreland in Belgrade. Water management state companies «Sava» and
«Dunav» are dealing with main rivers passing Serbia
and their belonging land, riverbanks, being one of
the principal land resources of the capital city. In this
way the City is losing opportunity to develop waterfronts and profit from them, although they are practically in the city core. Fortunately, recently adopted
Capital City Bill transfers some of these authorities
and control mechanisms to City government. The experience of all the capital cities in Europe who redeveloped their waterfronts was that they did it in partnerships with other public and private partners and
organizations including national governments, so
that such negotiation processes and projects are absolutely needed in Belgrade as well.1)

Financial “conflicts” of urban development

Common fact is that tax payers are always willing to
pay as less tax and other fiscal duties as possible.
During financial reforms in the last seven years, the
bulk of the main taxes rates were decreased, or
moderately assessed, partially meeting tax payers
and investors expectations, existing and potential,
stimulating in such a way economic activity and attracting investments (income tax, property transfers
tax, VAT, etc.).

5) Construction Land Use
Toll, Construction Land
Development toll, Construction land lease,
etc.

Although the reform of local government and its financing, transferred a certain number of taxes and
other duties to the local level, increasing genuine/direct revenues of local governments, strengthening their independence, the gap between the revenues of the Republic and the revenues of LG, including Belgrade is still too high. The share of conceded revenues and transfers in Belgrade budget
was 51% in 2007, (the part of the budget that Belgrade cannot control) and even with that, Belgrade
budget is insufficient for any serious capital investments, or for supporting city economic development.

The intention and the main goal of the Governmental regional policy is to support and subside underdeveloped municipalities with low fiscal capacity, by
using fiscal instruments (different transfers) and oth6) It is modified/ redirect- er instruments. On the other hand, as the most deed by the City Budget
veloped district in Serbia and consequently fiscally
Decision for 2007,
strongest, Belgrade wishes to have as much direct
defining the designation of resources obrevenues as possible, keeping its fiscal money “at
tained by lease/ renting home”. In practice, with only 41% of the direct revto be used solely for inenues in total, with other redistributions via VAT on
vestment purposes.
the level of Republic, and with the up-to-date absence of direct transfers for specific projects, the city

of Belgrade have to look for some other modalities
for financing its capital projects in the future.
The same conclusion might be applied to relations
between the City and its 17 municipalities. Municipalities are far from being financially independent,
their total budget is only 15% of the City budget,
their fiscal sources are few and much weaker than
Belgrade’s, and their direct budget revenues are low.
The bigger share of suburban municipalities in
shared revenue between the city and municipalities
is the consequence of the fact that suburban municipalities, despite urban, have wider responsibilities
for their local transportation, environment, spatial
planning and communal system, having their own
PUC), so the revenues realized in their territory that
are used for financing this expenditures belong to
them in total.5) The most developed municipalities
like Stari grad, Savski venac, Vračar and Novi
Beograd were so far financing their work/administration mostly from renting their commercial space
(non-fiscal revenue) and only 20% of that revenue
was used for investments.6) Stronger, economically
developed, Belgrade municipalities naturally wish to
have greater financial independence and for those
who are weak, like suburban Barajevo, the existing
system of shared revenues with subsides is quite
convenient.
These problems need to be considered in further fiscal and organizational reforms in aim to achieve with
new solutions efficient development and successful
management, with as less as possible legal, administrative and financial obstacles.
Panoramic view of Belgrade from “Ušće” tower, photo Ž,G. 2006.
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5.
CONCLUSIONS

The administrative and financial organization of the
City of Belgrade is determined by the Constitution of
Serbia, several laws, including the Capital City Bill
and by the City Statute. The significance of its area,
complexity, economic, historic and urban values, as
well as attractiveness for the new projects, business
and investors also demand a specific set of regulations. The improvements are possible in all the presented fields, regulating various issues, from administrative division to local taxes and urban planning and management.
The main conclusion of this brief research might be
that the existing City administrative structure is too
complex within a very wide area, consisting of numerous settlements differing in character, functions,
size, population and economic strength. Perhaps
some improvements in administrative and functional organization would produce more efficient city
metropolitan, easier to operate and manage. One of
the several possibilities for upgrading of the managing process is administrative reorganization towards
establishing the official region of Belgrade, metropolitan area and the city of Belgrade, that today unofficially consists of 10 urban, partially integrated
municipalities. In this way the three functional, social and aesthetic units might be established and
managed more efficiently.
The other potential improvement could be achieved
by the new organizational scheme of the adjusted in

size, administratively established municipalities. The
fact that urban and suburban municipalities are both
under the same set of rules regardless of their territory, housing density, economic strength, wealth or
capacities is giving enough arguments to question
the scheme and make proposals for more efficient
solutions.
It is evident that city municipalities do have capacity to manage certain assignments and to take over
some of the authorities that nowadays are belonging to the city. If some of the planning instruments
would be transferred to the level of local communities/ municipalities, such as part of the planning, if
some of the fiscal duties would be collected and designated within municipalities, that could surely contribute to the improved efficiency of local development.
Transfer of certain rights, as well of the particular decisions about local development are not only practical contribution to cohesion of the community, they
are also strengthening the sense of belonging and
willingness to participate in the decision making
process, implying involvement of the greater number of the citizens in municipalities in solving the important issues of the City of Belgrade. Therefore, the
policies should support further decentralization of
the City, fostering the local government units to work
independently, though in close cooperation as well.

Diversity of Belgrade neighbourhoods, photo I.M. 2006.
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Conclusions

The evaluation of the hitherto relations between the
state and the capital city leads to conclusions that in its
finances, as well as in its economic, social and spatial
development, Belgrade should have more independence, implying decentralization of the decision making
process in all these fields. The decisions about the urban development should be in greater extent transferred to the City government at least because of the
fact that strong capital is making the state equally
strong and attractive, what would beyond doubt contribute to the more attractive investments surroundings
and faster economic development of Serbia.

The Government interest should be to participate
more intensively in urban development of its Capital, including its revitalization, modernization and
standardization according to contemporary regional
and European urban environment. Joint investments
of the State and the City in solving problems of the
City public transportation, road network, tourism development, developments of the public spaces, waterfronts or brownfield sites’ revitalization could be
a good investment for the one of the emerging European Capital cities and lead to establishing of the
better partnership between Belgrade and Serbia in
a win-win relationship.
These are just general recommendations for the
capital and state policy makers given after analyses
of the historic, administrative, economic and social
organization of the Serbian capital. There is a need
for certain improvements in order to obtain the efficient governance and management of the capital
city within its administrative territory and its relations
with the state government. Advanced functional and
legal solutions could be implemented through the revision procedures of the existing referent legislation,
although these procedures are long and complicated. On the other hand, there are instruments that
City of Belgrade is allowed to use within existing legal framework that could improve functioning and
management of the Capital and its local governments. Recently adopted Capital City Bill open space
for implementation of various strategies, policies and
regulations to be brought by the City Assembly, first
of all the new, legally harmonized City Statute. In order to achieve more efficient management of the
City and its municipalities, the City institutions and
their professional teams should present their experiences, analysis, studies and proposals to the policy and decision makers as a groundwork for legal
improvements in this field. This study is our contribution to the better organization of Belgrade, and
the survey of the other cities studies from the international project, inducement for further serious
analysis and reconsiderations, what was the objective of the project.

Diferent identities and diferent parts of Belgrade: Belgrade Fortress, Old Zemun, and Big War Island, photos Ž.G. 2006
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COMPARATIVE SURVEY
OF THE CAPITAL CITIES IN
NINE TRANSITIONAL COUNTRIES

Joint project elaborating city organization, management and financing efficiency in the nine capitals of
the Central and Southeast Europe is still in the stage
of the comparative analysis. It is scheduled that the
review and evaluation of the particular models in the
participating cities should be published as a separate
study and that the surveys of particular, significant
issues from the points of view of the working teams
from each of the capitals should find its place in the
publication as supplementary. Meanwhile, with the
aproval of the project leader, Mr. Joszef Hegedus,
Belgrade team prepared this inextensive study for local use, though also attempted to make a brief comparative survey of certain interesting findings from
the point of view of the city government and functions, for all the nine cities in this project. The aim of
the survey is to present information about the basic
data concerning capital cities of the states already
passed or passing through political, economic and
social transition, their parts, status and significance
within the national context. On the other hand, certain particularities are chosen for comparison and
shown without any evaluation, because they were
interesting forthe Department for Strategic Planning
of Belgrade, as the groundwork for reconsidering potential revisions or improvements of the organizational and management system in the City administrative territory.

CITY

YEAR

It is important to mention that the preliminary case
studies are the result of work of differently composed expert teams, on the ground of their expertise, and their choice of indicators referent for this research. In attempt to give as precise data as possible for the comparison, it was necessary to use Internet accessible database from national statistics,
additional referent literature dealing with the organization of local governments in the region, as well as
consultations with the authors of the case studies.
There are two main obstacles in reviewing of the
comparative data, the first deriving from different
specific administrative organization of the cities,
complicating procedure of data comparison for the
various spatial units. The second, as all the studies
are written in English, certain incoherencies and imprecision in using and comprehending of terms explaining administrative organization of states and
cities in question might occur. Since this comparative
survey is aimed for information and professional development of our colleagues in Serbia, the authors
were using terms in official use for the administrative units in Serbia, and that is why we apologize in
advance to our colleagues from the project if some
of the terms are used differently from the original.
Capital cities in this review are presented in alphabetical order.

CITY YEAR BUDGET
IN MIL.E

BUDGET IN EUROS
PER CAPITA

Belgrade

2007

806

504

Budapest

2007

1.973

1163

Bucarest

2006

1.260

662

Chisinau

2005

83

116

Prague

2006

2.212

1.869

Skopje

2006

26

50

Tirana

2005

66

109

Warsaw

2005

2.257

1.326

Zagreb

2006

890

1133

Table 7 - City budgets of the 8 European capital cities and Belgrade, participants in LGI project
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BELGRADE (REPUBLIC OF SERBIA)

General data

Capital city financing

The City population in 2006 was around 1,689,000
inhabitants, or 21% of total population of Serbia. Its
share in GDP of the Republic was 35%, and in total
employment 29%, GDP per capita was 2800 euros
in 2005. City budget was 806 million euros in 2007,
or around 500 euros per capita.

According to 2007 data, in the budget revenues
structure of Belgrade, genuine/own revenues are
participating with 35%, shared revenues with the
state 50% and loans 7%.1) Inside own revenues, the
significant shares of the property tax, local fees and
tolls are present. Shared taxes make 42%, and transfers around 9%. Up till now, Belgrade used earmarked transfers only in a few cases. Municipalities’
budgets are significantly smaller than the city budget, total of 17 municipalities’ budgets makes only
15% of the city budget, and they are greatly different from one municipality to the other.

Administrative organization
As local government units, Constitution of Serbia defines municipalities, cities and the city of Belgrade.
Municipalities are organized into districts, territorial
centers of state government, 29 of them in Serbia.
Belgrade has the status of the special district.
Belgrade has the two tier local government, the City itself and its 17 municipalities, ten in the inner city territory and seven suburban. Municipalities are
subordinate level to the City, having less independence, authorities and financial resources than the
1) Data presented here
other municipalities in Serbia. Suburban municipaliare related to total
ties have more functions, because they are taking
budget revenues, incare for their communal systems, construction land,
cluding loans and budget surplus from the pre- etc. Budgets of the City and municipalities are joinvious year, while in the tly determined in the City level.
main text current budget revenues in the year
in question were often
commented. That’s why
certain differences in
data/shares are appearing.
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The third level of local government – local community (mesna zajednica) also exists. Each municipality is divided in certain number of local communities,
as a form of direct organization of citizens in a small
area, suggesting to municipalities and occasionally
to the City certain solutions from the local issues.

Functions/services the city is taking care of are:
communal services: water supply and sewerage,
heating, public city transportation, green markets,
greenery, city sanitation, public parking, local roads,
cemeteries and maintenance of residential buildings;
to do so 11 PUC are organized, and also children and
social care, primary education and health care, urban planning, construction land development and
environmental protection. Fees for communal services are paid by their users, and the City partially subside them.
Capital investments are financed from the capital
part of the budget, its sources are own revenues,
transfers and loans. Capital investment in 2006 were around 340 million euros. Investments in communal systems are financed from PUC revenues and
from the city budget. Investments in construction
land development are financed by Belgrade Land
Development Public Agency, from the revenues collected from construction land development toll. Investments in city systems is in jurisdiction of Serbia
– electric power supply, telecommunications, transportation (except local), transport infrastructure
and road network (except local), as well as health
care and education (except primary), science and
public information are responsibility of the Republic
of Serbia.

BUDAPEST (REPUBLIC OF HUNGARY)

General data
The City population in 2007 was 1,696,000 inhabitants, or 16,9% population of Hungary, and according to 2004 data, the share in GDP of the state was
34,5%, in total employees 19,5%, GDP per capita
was around 23,400 euros, and the city budget in
2007 was 1,973 million euros, or 1163 euros per
capita.

Administrative organization
Budapest has two completely legally equal tiers of
local authority, the city itself with municipality status
and its 24 city districts; the city and districts as well
have their responsibilities and authorities defined by
law. Budapest municipality performs tasks concerning the city as a whole, or more than one district,
or those concerning its special position as the capital of the country. Equal rights of the districts and the
city and shared responsibilities and finances make
occasional problems for the functioning of the
system.

leaving to private partners care about profit, contributing significant revenue from privatization.
Budapest municipality receives sizeable subsides
from central authorities for public transportation functioning, reaching in 2007 more than 120 million euros. Subsides for public transportation system development are also present, for preparation of a new
metro line and road maintenance. Earmarked transfers from health insurance are significant source of
revenue, because Municipality owns the majority of
hospitals in town. Long term loans cover the development of the public transportation system (with
more than 50%), smaller developments of the sewerage system and hospitals reconstruction. Own
resources have significant parts as well. Inside longer term projected capital budget, annual investments make around 25% of the total budget.

Capital city financing
According to 2005 data, genuine/own revenues of
the city participate with 46% in total budget, what is
great deal more than in the other cities and local governments in Hungary. Shared revenues with the
state, conceded taxes and various transfers participate with 48% and loans with 6%. Budapest, the same as the other local governments has five own local taxes, (the business tax, communal tax, urban
land tax, property tax and tax on tourism), and significant share of financial income is collected from
user fees and tolls, as well as from capital revenues.
All these revenues are shared between the city and
its districts, in accordance with the significance of
functions they are accomplishing.
Functions on the local community level (City and districts) are public transportation, public works, natural and built environment protection, education,
culture, social and health care and urban planning.
During 90s, the city privatized all of the 15 PUC, in a
way that three main – gas, water supply and sewerage kept in certain modalities of mixed property
with state/city control of user fees and influence on
investments and general functioning of the systems,
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BUCHAREST (ROMANIA)

General data
The City population is around 1,930,000 inhabitants
(9,5% of Romania population), participates with
19% in GDP and with 10% in total employment of
the country, GDP per capita is 16,760 euros (data for
2005), and the city budget in 2006 was 1,260. million euros, or 662 euros per capita.

Administrative organization
Bucharest has a unique status in Romania, it is the
only municipality which is not a part of a country district (county) and with the number of its inhabitants
it is bigger from all the counties in the country. It is
subordinated only to central authorities. The City is
divided in 6 radially disposed sectors, so that each
one of them includes a part of the city center. The City together with the surrounding Lifov County, creates development area of Bucharest, corresponding
to NUTS-II region of the European Union. There are
only few overlapping responsibilities between the city of Bucharest and its sectors.

Capital city financing
In the budget revenues structure in 2006 on the city level, genuine/own revenues participate with
around 20%, and shared revenues with central au-
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thorities 80%. The City share in the income tax participates with 63%, transfers, earmarked as well as
general around 16% and the other 1%. In the local
direct revenues structure, the biggest share is of the
property tax and then various local fees.
When sectors’ budgets are in question, own revenues have a slightly bigger share around 22%, and
more significant share have earmarked transfers
around 20% and income tax 40%.
The City is responsible for functions such as heating,
public transportation, water supply and sewerage,
the systems which are privatized, roads, parks, public spaces, the division of responsibilities exist in the
fields of urban development, zoning, construction
permits, while the sectors take care about secondary streets, housing and sanitation.
In the structure of city budget expenditures economic activities participate with 68%, public services,
housing and environmental protection 13%, culture
and religion 11% and administration 8%.
Capital expenditures sources are: from the budget:
own revenues, earmarked transfers, loans, especially EU, up to 25% of own revenues. Off-budget revenues are enabled through: private companies and
credits (water supply and sewerage), autonomous
public companies (public transportation and heating)
and from the sectors’ local budgets.

CHISINAU (REPUBLIC OF MOLDOVA)

General data

Capital city financing

The City population is 719,000 inhabitants, making
18,3% in population of Moldavia. Chisinau participates with 45% in GDP of the country, 19% in total
employment, GDP per capita is 1464 euros, the city
budget 83 million euros, or 116 euros per capita.
(data for 2005)

In 2006, own (genuine) budget revenues make 56%
of total budget revenues, mostly local taxes and fees. Revenues shared with state of Moldavia participate with 44% and: shared taxes realized in the territory of the capital 24% and transfers 20%.

Administrative organization
Chisinau has been municipality since 1994. The municipality consists of the capital city divided in 5 sectors and 6 cities, 2 villages and 12 local government
units. Regulations referring the capital city are pretty much the same for the other municipalities.

City functions financed from the city budget are: urban and spatial planning, roads, streets and bridges,
public buildings, water supply and sewerage and city sanitation, social care, residential buildings maintenance, education, culture and sport, public order
and fire protection.
Financial sources for capital expenditures are: budget surplus after completing current functions, loans,
transfers and special funds. Capital expenditures are
planned as the annex of the total budget and make
around 27%.
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PRAGUE (CZECH REPUBLIC)

General data:
The city population in 2006 was 1,184,075 inhabitants, or 11,5% of the inhabitants in Czech Republic,
share in GDP of the state was 24% in 2005, in total
employment 12,9%, GDP per capita was around
24,000 euros, and the city budget in 2006 was 2,212
million euros, or 1869 euros per capita.

Administrative organization
By the Constitutional Law from 1997, Czech Republic
is divided in 14 regions, one of them is the capital city, Prague. Local government in Prague has two, sometimes three tiers. The whole city is divided in 22
administrative districts (Prague 1-22), very different
in their size, two districts have more than 100,000

inhabitants, and seventeen less than 5,000, four less
than 500 inhabitants. The territory of the Prague region is divided in 57 municipalities, so that some of
the districts have more, and some of them no municipalities at all. Functioning of the City is ensured by
the work of 90 companies and organizations and on
the district level there are more than 400.

Capital city financing
The total budget of Prague consists of the City budget and budgets of municipalities. Direct (genuine)
revenues share is 27%, and shared revenues with
the state were 73% in 2006, conceded taxes 53%,
and transfers 20%. As a region, the City is mostly financed from the revenues it cannot influence, although its share in these revenues is determined by
law.
Functions the City is taking care of are: road management, public city transportation, water supply and
sewerage, public lightening, municipal forests and
parks, support to cultural and sport events and their
organization, public libraries, residential buildings
maintenance, cemeteries, waste disposal and homes
for old people. In majority of cases, the users pay
the fee for these services, mostly not covering all the
expenses. Czech Republic delegates to Prague certain functions, the City is accomplishing in its name,
enabling financial transfers to cover the expenses
(especially in education).
The majority of financial resources for capital expenses are earmarked transfers for the variety of
programs such as, for example in 2006: crime prevention, homes for the old people, security of passengers in the underground, transportation infrastructure financing, prevention of drugs use, projects concerning Roman population, care for the citizens with special needs, 21st century libraries, etc.
The main part of these transfers goes via Ministries
of Education, of Culture and of Sports. From the
budget 4% is invested in the city development, 9%
in city infrastructure, 35% in transportation, 22% in
education, 6% in health care, 5% in culture and
sports, 4% in economy, and municipalities have their
own investments with partly different structures. Financial resources/ revenues are also EU credits and
own revenues.
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SKOPJE (REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA)

General data
The City population is 515,000 inhabitants, making
25,2% inhabitants of Macedonia. Skopje participates with 47,3% in GDP of the state, 31,2% in total
employment, GDP per capita is 4500 euros, realized
budget in 2006 was 25,8 million euros, and with the
budgets of 10 municipalities 51,3 million euros, or
50, i.e. 100 euros per capita.

Administrative organization
The City of Skopje is the separate administrative
unit, distinct municipality in Macedonia, consisting of
10 out of total 85 municipalities in the country. The
City of Skopje is the part of Skopje statistical region,
including another 6 municipalities in the north of the
country to the borders with Serbia. The City municipalities have the same legal status as the other municipalities in Macedonia, only the City has greater
rights and authorities, in accordance to the Capital
City Law. Functions of the City and its municipalities
are mostly separated, so that the budgets are dimensioned according to the fact.

Capital city financing
In the structure of realized budget revenues in 2006,
tax revenues participate with 57%, non-fiscal and

self-financing activities revenues 23%, capital revenues 1%, transfers 14% and budget surplus from
2005. around 5%. Although it is not explicitly determined in the case study, the estimation is that own
(genuine) budget revenues participate around 80%,
and shared taxes and transfers around 20% (shared
taxes 6%, transfers 14%).
The functions Skopje is taking care of and finance
them from the city budget are: urban and spatial
planning, water supply and sewerage, public lightening, city sanitation, local public transportation, gas
supply and heating, cemeteries, construction and
maintenance of local roads and streets, public parking, green markets, parks and greenery. Shared authorities with municipalities are in the fields of greenery, reconstruction and maintenance of the local roads, social and children care, and each of the 10 municipalities looks after the elementary schools and
kindergartens in their own territory. The City as well
as City's municipalities can establish PUC within their
competences.
Resources for capital expenditures are: tolls and fees, transfers and earmarked transfers and loans. Capital expenditures make around 42% of the city budget expenditures. Besides Joint Fund of the City and
municipalities, there is no other off-budget resource for financing of the City.
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TIRANA (REPUBLIC OF ALBANIA)

General data
The City population was 600,339 inhabitants in
2006. (16,6% in population of Albania), share in total employment of Albania was around 14%, and the
city budget was 66 million euros, or 109 euros per
capita in 2005. It is estimated that the region of Tirana covers half of the economic activities of the
country, with GDP per capita about 50% bigger than
the average of the country (which was 1900 euros
for Albania in 2005).

Administrative organization
Within unitary state, local government in Albania has
two tiers, municipality or commune and since the year 2000, region replacing previous district. Tirana as
one of 65 municipalities, together with 309 mostly
rural communes belongs to the first level/tier of local government and has no special authorities as the
capital city. The city territory is divided and organized in 11 sub-municipalities. Twelve regions are
weaker tier of local government related to public services function, having mostly development and only
in a smaller extent management/administrative function. The city of Tirana is a part of the Tirana region.

Capital city financing
Inside the structure of realized budget revenues, direct/own revenues share in 2006 was 75% (local taxes and fees), and central authorities transfers 25%
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(out of which 4/5 are earmarked transfers), so that
Tirana, according to regulations, has high degree of
self-financing. The law determined participation of
local government in the taxes on the state level (personal income and corporations income tax), although it has not been implemented yet.
Functions the City is taking care of are: public infrastructure and services (public lightening, local infrastructure, public transportation, waste disposal,
parks and cemeteries), social care, culture, sports
and local economic development. In accordance to
regulations, it is expected that functions in the fields
of water supply and sewerage, environmental protection, health care, social housing, urban planning
and legalization of informal settlements and zones
should be transferred to Tirana, i.e. to municipalities.
Shared functiions with the state government are expressed in the field of education.
Capital investments from the budget are increased
in 2005 on 30 million euros, or 46% of the total budget. Resources for the capital investmernts are own
revenues, earmarked/special transfers, state government resources in the part of infrastructural network out of Tirana authorities and various international loans. In 2006, Albania introduced general
transfer for capital investments on the local level.
The majority of infrastructural systems have serious
deficiencies and needs significant investments, especially water supply.

WARSAW (REPUBLIC OF POLAND)

General data
The City population in 2006 was 1,702,100 inhabitants, making 4,5% of the Poland population. Warsaw region with the capital city has 6,856,851 inhabitants. The City participates with 12,5% in GDP of
Poland, in total employment with 5,7%, GDP per capita is around 20,200 euros, and the city budget
2,257 million euros, or 1326 euros per capita.

Administrative organization
Poland has three tiers of government bellow state level: 16 regions, around 400 districts and the local
government that could be rural, municipal, city and
the capital city of Warsaw. Warsaw performs functions of the state district, and after completing the
process of the city functions centralization in 2002,
it was divided in 18 city districs, with insignificant authorities and resources, because all the main local
functions and the bulk of finances are concentrated
in the City level.

Capital city financing:
In the structure of total budget revenues, 84,4% were genuine/direct revenues of the city in 2005, and
15,6% revenues shared with the state (share in taxes and transfers). Warsaw has high level of self-financing, what is common characteristic of the local
government in Poland.
City functions under the city authority are: urban
planning, education, health care, public transportation and roads, culture, sports and tourism, geodezy
and cadastre, real estates management, water management, green spaces, enivironmental protection,
flood protection, public peace and order, consumers’
protection , social housing, green markets, bridges,
squares and traffic organization, cemeteries and city
sanitation. Services delevery is mostly based on fees
paid for their use and own budget resources.
Capital investments are financed from multi-annual
capital budget, with the greatest share of revenues
from the city’s own sources. Capital expenditures in
2005 were around 280 million euros, and in three years period 2003-05 around 800 million euros. The
capital budget also receives earmarked transfers
from the state and for specific projects (such as financing of further metro construction) and EU loans.
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ZAGREB (REPUBLIC OF CROATIA)

General data
The City population was 785,000 inhabitants in
2005, making 17,5% of Croatian population. It participates with 31,8% in GDP of Croatia and 27% in
total employment, GDP per capita was 11,660 euros,
and the city budget 890 million euros, or 1133 euros
per capita.

Zagreb is divided in 17 city quarters, from minimum
10 to 70,000 inhabitants, forms of local government,
where local councils call for citizens meetings and
suggest solutions of local interest. Quarters have no
financial sources of their own and depend on the City's support and aid for certain local projects.

Capital city financing
Administrative organization
The City of Zagreb has special, double status in
Croatia, what is determined by the Constitution and
Capital City Law; besides being the capital city, Zagreb has the status of a county - županije, one of the
total 21 in Croatia. Together with separate, neighboring Zagreb županija, consisting of nine cities
and 25 municipalities, with slightly more than
300,000 inhabitants, the Capital forms metropolitan
and development area of Zagreb. The city of Zagreb
is directly subordinated to central government of
Croatia.

In the budget revenues structure realized in 2006 on
the city of Zagreb level, genuine/own budget revenues participate with around 28%, and revenues
shared with the central government 72%. Such a
high percentige mostly consists of the share in personal income tax and companies income tax and
transfers in the smaller part. In the structure of local revenues, the biggest share have various administration charges, around 18% of the total budget
revenues.
Functions the City of Zagreb and Zagreb county are
taking care of are: economic development and communal services, spatial and urban planning, primary education and health care, health, social and children care, culture, physical culture and sports, planning and development of the network of educational, social, health and cultural institutions, traffic and
transportation infrastructure, environmental protection, public roads maintenance, issuing location and
construction licenses, fire protection, etc.
In 2006, the City of Zagreb founded Zagreb holding,
on the model of the Vienna holding, 100% in its ownership. The concern consists of 26 municipal companies or holding branches in the field of communal
services, taking care of the public transportation, gas
supply, water supply and sewerage, management
and maintenance of the public roads, waste collection and disposal, pharmaceutical services, parks anf
green spaces, parking, sports and recreational activities, fairs organization, etc. The Holding owns 35%
share of the Zagreb airport. Holding revenues in
2006 were 414 million euros, total investments 186
million euros, and planned investments up till 2010
godine, 650 million euros.
Capital expenditures sources are: Holding financial
resources, partly subsided from the city budget
(around 40%), loans, (around 8 million euros in
2006), off-budget sources: bonds and private public
partnership in the initial phase.
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